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Sourcebooks & America’s Test Kitchen
Are Ready to Revolutionize Every Child’s
Relationship with Food!
America’s Test Kitchen is one of the most trusted brands in cooking,
with over 11 million books sold
and 12.8 million followers on social media

Coming
SEPTEMBER
2019

978-1-4926-7003-2
World with Translation

978-1-4926-7004-9
World with Translation

Stir Crack Whisk Bake
978-1-4926-7773-4
World with
Translation

America’s Test Kitchen is the most authoritative resource for reliable, kitchen-tested

recipes
and cooking information. They value process, curiosity, practicality, and honesty. They believe
everyone can learn to be a successful cook, and their mission is to test recipes over and over until
they understand how and why they work and arrive at the best version.

NEW YORK
TIMES
Bestseller

Coming
OCTOBER
2019

978-1-4926-7002-5
World with Translation

The Complete Baking Book for Young Chefs
978-1-4926-7769-7
World with Translation

Coming
SEPTEMBER
2019

Coming
APRIL
2019

978-1-4926-7767-3
World with Translation

978-1-4926-7771-0
World with Translation

c h ri s f e rri e

s o u rc e b o o ks

There Was a Black Hole that Swallowed
the Universe
Chris Ferrie

Spark creative conversations about celestial
beings with this new addition to Chris Ferrie’s
collection of smart, scientific, and inventive
picture books!
• Proven track record: Goodnight Lab and Scientist,
Scientist, Who Do You See? have established
Chris Ferrie as a picture book author beyond Baby
University
• Books about space sell across categories: Our
fascination with space seems to have no limits and
it’s a popular topic that spans all age ranges
• A concept teachers and parents will love: Using wellknown rhymes to introduce complex concepts is a
method that works and functions well in classrooms
as well as at bedtime

From the #1 bestselling science author for kids comes a
hilarious new take on the universe and everything in it.
Using the familiar rhythm of “There Was an Old Lady Who
Swallowed a Fly,” follow along as the black hole swallows
up everything that exists, from the biggest to the smallest
pieces of matter. The silly, vibrant artwork is sure to make
stargazers of all ages smile.
Included in the book are instructions to create a craft to turn
a cell phone camera light into a black light. Use this new
invention to reveal the secret, invisible text and artwork that
reverses the story from nothing to the scientific creation of
everything!

September 2019
CHRIS FERRIE is an award-winning physicist and is the senior lecturer
for Quantum Software and Information at the University of Technology
Sydney. He has a Masters in Applied Mathematics, BMath in Mathematical
Physics and a PhD in Applied Mathematics. He lives in Australia with his
wife and children.
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978-1-4926-8077-2

$17.99

Juvenile Nonfiction

HC

Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
World with translation

32 Pages
Ages 4 to 8

c h ri s f e rri e

Scientist, Scientist,
Who Do You See?
Chris Ferrie

Scientist, scientist, who do you see?
I see Marie Curie in her laboratory!
Full of scientific fun, Scientist, Scientist, Who Do You See? features
appearances from real-life scientists including Albert Einstein, Marie
Curie, Charles Darwin, Ada Lovelace, and more! Young readers will
delight in poking fun at a familiar text while learning about scientists who
changed the world.

• With over 70,000 copies

sold, Chris Ferrie is back
with his newest scientific
parody of the classic Brown
Bear, Brown Bear, What Do
You See?
CHRIS FERRIE is an award-winning physicist and is the senior lecturer for Quantum
Software and Information at the University of Technology-Sydney. He has a Masters in
Applied Mathematics, BMath in Mathematical Physics and a PhD in Applied Mathematics.
He lives in Australia with his wife and children.

Goodnight Lab
A Scientific Parody

Chris Ferrie

• In the vein of Goodnight

Moon, say “Good night”
to your lab in this parody
picture book perfect for
scientists of all ages

Chris Ferrie is a physicist, mathematician, and father of four budding young
scientists. He believes it is never too early to introduce small children to big
ideas.

The Cat in the Box
Chris Ferrie

• This illustrated,

simplified explanation of
Schrodinger’s cat paradox
is the perfect gift for every
scientist!

CHRIS FERRIE is an award-winning physicist and is the senior lecturer for Quantum
Software and Information at the University of Technology Sydney. He has a Masters in
Applied Mathematics, BMath in Mathematical Physics, and a PhD in Applied Mathematics.
He lives in Australia with his wife and children.

April 2018
978-1-4926-5618-0

$17.99

Juvenile Fiction/Picture
Book

HC

Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

Ages 4 to 8

World with translation

32 Pages

In the great green lab
There was a laser
And a lab notebook
And a picture of Einstein with a stern look
Life as a scientist can be strenuous. Find comfort in saying good night to
everything that is strewn around your laboratory with this sweet parody of the
beloved classic Goodnight Moon. While poking fun at the clutter and chaos
of lab life, this book gives scientists of all ages the tools needed to say good
night and rest before returning to the world of research in the morning!

July 2017
978-1-4926-5617-3

$17.99

Juvenile Fiction/Picture
Book

HC

Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

Ages 4 to 8

World with translation

32 Pages

Schrodinger’s cat is a thought experiment meant to explain the flawed
interpretation of quantum superposition. Chris Ferrie has broken down
the theory into a whimsical picture book perfect for science nerds. Even
the youngest generation of future scientists will enjoy the playful cadence
of this lighthearted story!
Schrodinger used
this cat in a box
to dream up the first
quantum paradox.

June 2019
978-1-4926-7123-7

$17.99

Science

HC

Sourcebooks

48 Pages

World with translation

s o u rc e b o o ks . c o m
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c h ri s f e rri e

It’s never too early to introduce
small children to BIG IDEAS
with the beloved

ABC

book series from

Chris Ferrie

Keep children learning THROUGHOUT CHILDHOOD!

9781492656289
October 2017

9781492656241
October 2017

9781492656319
October 2017

NEW!

9781492671121
May 2018

NEW!

ABC s

NEW!

of

Biochemistry
(Cover not final)

9781492671145
June 2018

Juvenile Nonfiction/
Board Book
$9.99
8" x 8"
World with Translation

9781492671213
January 2019

9781492680802
July 2019

CHRIS FERRIE
is a physicist,
mathematician, and
father of four budding
young scientists. He
believes it is never too
early to introduce small
children to big ideas.

9781492694014
November 2019

More than 445,000 of Chris Ferrie’s titles have been sold
with over 700,000 units in print!
Bestseller!

Bestseller!

Bestseller!

Bestseller!

9781492656265
May 2017

9781492656203
May 2017

9781492656227
May 2017

9781492656258
May 2017

9781492656210
July 2017

9781492656234
July 2017

9781492656296
January 2018

9781492656302
January 2018

9781492656272
January 2018

9781492671183
April 2018

9781492671176
May 2018

9781492671169
May 2018

NEW!

9781492671152
June 2018

9781492671138
July 2018

9781492680789
January 2019

NEW!

9781492671206
March 2019

NEW!

9781492671190
March 2019

NEW!

9781492680796
July 2019

The bestselling scientific series is expanding!

BABY MEDICAL SCHOOL and BABY BIOCHEMIST
A new division of scientific topics perfect for enlightening the next generation of geniuses

Baby Medical School: Bacteria and Antibiotics ............... 9781492693987
Baby Medical School: Vaccines ......................................... 9781492694007

Juvenile Nonfiction/
Board Book

Baby Biochemist: Enzymatics .............................................. 9781492694021

$9.99

Baby Biochemist: Proteins .................................................... 9781492694038

8" x 8"

Baby Medical School: The Doctor’s Visit ............................ 9781492693994

Baby Biochemist: DNA .......................................................... 9781492694045
Baby Biochemist: RNA .......................................................... 9781492694052

World with Translation

c h ri s f e rri e

Don’t miss the series EVERYONE is talking about!

S TE M p i c t u r e
b o o ks

s o u rc e b o o ks

8 Little Planets
Chris Ferrie,
Illustrated by Lizzy Doyle

• An exciting introduction

to the solar system from
Chris Ferrie, #1 science
book writer for children,
and creator of the Baby
University series
CHRIS FERRIE is an award-winning physicist and is the senior lecturer for
Quantum Software and Information at the University of Technology Sydney.
He has a Masters in Applied Mathematics, BMath in Mathematical Physics and
a PhD in Applied Mathematics. He lives in Australia with his wife and children.
He believes it is never too early to introduce small children to big ideas.

Twinkle Twinkle
Little Star, I Know
Exactly What You Are
Julia Kregenow, PhD,
Illustrated by Carmen Saldaña

8 little planets with the sun at the center,
each one wishing it were a little bit better...
Old slow Neptune felt he was behind.
165 years to circle the sun is an awful long time.
But the 8th little planet didn’ t need to worry.
It spins on its axis in a really big hurry!
To the tune of “Ten Little Monkeys Jumping on the Bed” comes a new
bedtime story from bestselling author Chris Ferrie that’s sure to get little ones
excited about the solar system while learning new facts about each planet!

October 2018
World with translation

978-1-4926-7124-4

$10.99

Juvenile Nonfiction/
Board Book

Board Book

Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

Ages 0 to 3

18 Pages

Twinkle, twinkle, little star,
I know exactly what you are.
Opaque ball of hot dense gas,
million times our planet’s mass,
looking small because you’re far,
I know exactly what you are.

Written by an expert in astrophysics,
this book is the perfect primer for
learning exactly what those twinkling
little stars are doing way up high
in the sky. Each stanza explains
what stars are made of and their
relationship to the earth in an easyto-understand way.

• Teach children about the

real science behind the stars
using one of the most iconic
and recognized childhood
classics, “Twinkle, Twinkle,
Little Star”
JULIA M. KREGENOW, PHD, is a senior lecturer at Penn State University.
She has a PhD in astrophysics from UC Berkeley and a BA in physics (with
math and music minors) from Wittenberg University.

The Moon’s First
Friends
How the Moon Met the Astronauts
from Apollo 11

Susanna Leonard Hill,
Illustrated by Elisa Paganelli

September 2018
978-1-4926-7006-3

$17.99

Juvenile Nonfiction/Science
and Nature/Picture Book

HC

Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

Ages: 4-8

World with Translation

40 Pages

From high up in the sky, the Moon has spent her whole life with the
watchful eye of a parent, focusing only on the happenings of Earth below.
Dinosaurs roam, pyramids are built, boats are made, and planes take
flight, but she remains a lonely little orb floating out in space alone. Until
one day a spaceship soars from Earth…and so does her heart.

• A heartwarming story of a

friendship-seeking moon
that also commemorates
the extraordinary fiftieth
anniversary of the Apollo 11
mission!
SUSANNA LEONARD HILL is the award-winning author of more than a dozen
books for children. She teaches an online picture-book writing class, Making
Picture Book Magic, which offers picture-book critiques, and does frequent
school and library visits. She lives in New York’s Mid-Hudson Valley with her
husband, children, and two rescue dogs.

7

May 2019
978-1-4926-5680-7

$17.99

Juvenile Fiction/
Picture Book

HC

Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

Ages: 4-8

40 Pages

World with Translation

S TE M p i c t u r e
b o o ks

What Does It Mean to Be Kind?

What Does It Mean to Be Present?

978-1-9397750-9-2 • $17.95 • 10 x 8.5 • Hardcover

978-0-9840806-8-7 • $17.95 • 10 x 8.5 • Hardcover

World with Translation except Arabic, Chinese (S), French, Korean,
Thai, Turkish, and Vietnamese

World with Translation except Arabic,
Chinese (S), and Thai

What Does It Mean to Be Green?

What Does It Mean to Be an Entrepreneur?

What Does It Mean to Be Global?

978-0-9840806-1-8
$17.95 • 10 x 8.5 • Hardcover

978-1-9397751-2-2
$17.95 • 10 x 8.5 • Hardcover

World with Translation except Arabic, Chinese (S),
Korean, Thai, Turkish, and Vietnamese

World with Translation except Arabic,
Chinese (S), Korean, and Turkish

978-0-9840806-0-1
$17.95 • 10 x 8.5 • Hardcover
World with Translation except Arabic

Available
July
2019

What Does It Mean to Be American?
978-1-4926-8380-3
$17.99 • 10 x 8.5 • Hardcover

c o ve r in
p ro g re ss
What Does It Mean to Be Safe?
978-1-4926-8083-3
$17.99 • 10 x 8.5 • Hardcover

World with Translation except Arabic and Vietnamese

S TE M p i c t u r e
b o o ks

s o u rc e b o o ks

Your Fantastic
Elastic Brain
Stretch It, Shape It

Joann Deak,
Illustrated by Sarah Ponce

Did you know you can stretch and grow your brain? Or that making
mistakes is one of the best ways your brain learns? Just like how lifting
weights helps your muscles get stronger, trying new things without giving
up strengthens your brain. With easy-to-digest facts and humorous
illustrations, this is the perfect introduction to growth mindset for readers
of all ages, and is quickly on its way to becoming a children’s classic.

• One of the most

recommended books about
growth mindset has sold
more than 250,000 copies
worldwide!
JOANN DEAK, PH.D., is an author and an international speaker, educator,
and preventive psychologist. SARAH PONCE began her illustration career in
elementary school when she sold drawings of cats at birthday parties. Visit
Sarah on the web at www.sarahponce.com.

The Girl Who Never
Made Mistakes
Mark Pett,
Gary Rubinstein

December 2010
978-0-9829-9380-4

$18.95

Juvenile Nonfiction

HC

Little Pickle Press

32 Pages

World with translation

Ages 4 to 8

Meet Beatrice Bottomwell: a nine-year-old girl who has never (not once!)
made a mistake. She never forgets her math homework, she never wears
mismatched socks, and she ALWAYS wins the yearly talent show at
school. In fact, Beatrice holds the record of perfection in her hometown,
where she is known as The Girl Who Never Makes Mistakes. Life for
Beatrice is sailing along pretty smoothly until she does the unthinkable—
she makes her first mistake. And in a very public way!

• The Girl Who Never Made

Mistakes is the incredibly
funny and inspirational
result about a girl who
prides herself on being
perfect—until she’s not.
Writer and illustrator MARK PETT lives in Mississippi with his wife, two
children, and a very old dog named Catfish. GARY RUBINSTEIN teaches high
school math by day and is occasionally a comedian by night.

Ripple’s Effect
Shawn Achor,
Amy Blankson
• A powerful picture book

about how one person (or
dolphin) can change the
world, from the New York
Times bestselling author of
Before Happiness and The
Happiness Advantage
SHAWN ACHOR spent over a decade at Harvard University studying the
principles of happiness before penning the international bestseller, The
Happiness Advantage. He is also the founder of Good Think. To teach his
happiness principles to younger readers, he collaborated with his sister, Amy
Blankson, to write Ripple’ s Effect.

9

October 2011
978-1-4022-5544-1

$16.99

Juvenile Fiction/Picture
Book

HC

Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

Ages 4 to 8

World with translation

32 Pages

Happiness and kindness can be contagious! Ripple, the new dolphin at
the aquarium, is surprised that no one in her new home plays or has any
fun at all— all because of a bullying shark named Snark. At first, Ripple is
intimidated by the bullying, but her trainer reminds her that happiness is
a choice, and that we can each make the world a better place because of
who we choose to be.
Ripple’ s Effect will help children understand and harness the power of
positive psychology and rise above conflict peacefully.

February 2020
978-1-4926-9472-4

$17.99

Juvenile Fiction/Chapter
Book

HC

Little Pickle Press

Ages 4 to 8

32 Pages

World with translation

The Adventures

f Everyday Geniuses

Each book introduces a realistic example of triumph over difﬁculty in a positive, humorous way
that readers of all ages will enjoy!
Top

GROWTH
MINDSET
Titles

“This is a wonderful book series. Each story shows children that success is about effort and
determination, that problems need not derail them, and that adults can understand their worries and
struggles. My research demonstrates that these lessons are essential for children.”

—Dr. Carol S. Dweck,

Stanford University professor of psychology and world-renowned author of Mindset

978-1-4926-6995-1 | May 2018
Rights Available Except: Chinese (S) and Vietnamese

978-1-4926-7000-1 | May 2018
Rights Available Except: Chinese (S) and Vietnamese

978-1-4926-6996-8 | May 2018
Rights Available Except: Chinese (S) and Vietnamese

978-1-4926-6998-2 | May 2018
Rights Available Except: Chinese (S) and Vietnamese

978-1-4926-6999-9 | May 2018
Rights Available Except: Chinese (S) and Vietnamese

978-1-4926-6997-5 | May 2018
Rights Available Except: Vietnamese

Juvenile Nonﬁction/Little Pickle Stories | Little Pickle Press | $17.99 | HC | Ages 4-8 | World with Translation

Barbara Esham is the author of the Adventures of Everyday Geniuses series and the former owner
and CEO of Mainstream Connections. She lives in New England with her daughters.

Mike Gordon has illustrated over three hundred children's books, including Do Princesses Wear Hiking Boots?

S TE M p i c t u r e
b o o ks

is meant to demonstrate various forms of learning, creativity, and intelligence.

s o u rc e b o o ks

Very Lulu
The (Mostly) True Story of a Training School Dropout

Stephanie Campisi, Illustrated by Jessica Gibson

p i c t u re
b o o ks

A humorous, charming picture book based on the
internet phenomenon, Lulu, the black Labrador
who failed at being a bomb-sniffing dog, but
succeeded in winning the hearts of millions
• True story: Based on Lulu’s true story that recieved
national media coverage and touched the hearts of
millions
• Great author with stellar reviews: Stephanie
Campisi’s debut picture book, The Ugly Dumpling,
received a starred review from Kirkus
• Lovely, universal lesson: Teaches children the
important lesson that being yourself can lead to
wonderful things

Lulu is a free spirit and sniffs out fun wherever she goes.
That’s why she ends up in the police force’s K9 training, so
she can help sniff out clues!
But Lulu might be a little TOO Lulu for the program. While
the other dogs are more than happy to follow procedure,
Lulu marches to the beat of her own drummer. And when
her owner sees that Lulu isn’t happy, they both know it’s
probably time to find a new path for her.

September 2019
978-1-4926-7321-7
STEPHANIE CAMPISI is an Australian-born author currently living in
the US. Her short fiction and poetry has been published in a number of
countries. She lives and works as a copywriter in Washington. Visit her at
stephaniecampisi.com
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Juvenile Fiction/Picture Book
Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
World with translation

$17.99
HC
32 Pages
Ages 3 to 8

Over
500,000
Copies
Sold!

p i c t u re
b o o ks

Available
April
2019

Welcome Little One

Lots of Love Little One

You!

978-1-4926-1930-7
$16.99 • 10 x 10 • Hardcover

978-1-4926-8773-3
$7.99 • 7 x 7 • Board Book

978-1-4926-1934-5
$16.99 • 11 x 8.5 • Hardcover

Available
February
2019

What If?

Not So Small at All

978-1-4926-3710-3
$10.99 • 8 x 8 • Hardcover

978-1-4926-3707-3
$10.99 • 8 x 8 • Hardcover

c o ve r in
p ro g re ss

Available
September
2019

Christmas Is Coming!
978-1-4926-5859-7
$7.99 • 7 x 7 • Board Book

World with translation
available for all titles

c o ve r in
p ro g re ss

Available
September
2019

Welcome to This Great,
Big, Beautiful World
978-1-4926-8044-4
$16.99 • 10 x 10 • Hardcover

s o u rc e b o o ks

Bedtime for Sweet Creatures
Nikki Grimes, Illustrated by Elizabeth Zunon

p i c t u re
b o o ks

Nikki Grimes, Coretta Scott King Award winning
author, and illustrator Elizabeth Zunon’s latest
children’s masterpiece creates an imaginationfueled journey to bedtime
• Award winner, beloved author: Nikki Grimes is a New
York Times bestselling author and is the recipient of
numerous awards, including the Coretta Scott King
Award and the 2017 Children’s Literature Legacy
Award
• A future bedtime classic: The author’s gorgeous,
rhyming read-aloud, paired with the beautiful
illustrations make this the perfect bedtime story that
children will ask for, time and again
• Unique point of view: Told from the mom’s point of
view, this is a beautiful story that parents will relate
to, as they wrangle their own sweet creatures at
bedtime

You yawn and grind your teeth
like a squirrel.
Ready to nibble the night.
“I’ m not sleepy,” you tell me.
I smile and tuck you in tight.
It’s bedtime, but Mommy’s little boy is not sleepy.
He growls like a bear, he questions like an owl, he tosses his
mane like a lion. He hunts for water like a sly wolf, and hides
like a snake.
Mommy needs to wrangle her sweet creature in bed so that
the whole family can sleep.

October 2019
New York Times bestselling author NIKKI GRIMES is the recipient of the
Coretta Scott King Award, the 2017 Children’s Literature Legacy Award,
the 2016 Virginia Hamilton Literary Award, and the 2006 NCTE Award for
Excellence in Poetry for Children, among many others. Ms. Grimes lives in
Corona, California. Find her at nikkigrimes.com.
ELIZABETH ZUNON grew up in West Africa and now lives Albany, NY
where she draws, paints, collages, sews, silkscreens, makes jewelry,
and ponders the endless possibilities of chocolate. Her work is largely
influenced by the people, places, and things from her childhood in the Ivory
Coast as the product of two cultures. Visit her at lizzunon.com.
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978-1-4926-3832-2
Juvenile Fiction/Picture Book
Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
World with translation

$17.99
HC
32 Pages
Ages 4 to 8

Bestselling Series
Over 550,000 Copies Sold!

Available
July
2019

How to Catch a Dragon
978-1-4926-9369-7

Available
March
2019

How to Catch a Dinosaur
978-1-4926-8052-9

New York
Times
Bestseller!

p i c t u re
b o o ks

Available
November
2019

How to Catch a Unicorn
978-1-4926-6973-9

New York
Times
Bestseller!

How to Catch a Leprechaun
978-1-4926-3291-7

How to Catch a Monster
978-1-4926-4894-9

How to Catch an Elf
978-1-4926-4631-0

How to Catch a Mermaid
978-1-4926-6247-1

New York
Times
Bestseller!

How to Catch the Tooth Fairy
978-1-4926-3733-2

How to Catch the Easter Bunny
978-1-4926-3817-9

How to Catch a Turkey
978-1-4926-6435-2

HOW TO CATCH SERIES • $10.99 • 8 x 8 • Hardcover

Rights Available
How to Catch a Leprechaun
World with translation
except French, Italian, and Spanish

How to Catch a Monster
World with translation
except French, Italian, and Spanish

Available
August
2019

Holiday Heroes Save
Christmas
978-1-4926-6970-8

How to Catch an Elf

Holiday Heroes Save
Halloween
978-1-4926-8042-0

HOLIDAY HEROES SERIES • $10.99 • 8 x 8 • Hardcover

World with translation
except Italian and Spanish

How to Catch a Mermaid
World with translation except Spanish
World with translation available
for all territories for the other titles

s o u rc e b o o ks

Trees Make Perfect Pets
Paul Czajak, Illustrated by Cathy Gendron

p i c t u re
b o o ks

An endearing and environmentally friendly
story about a girl’s unlikely best friend...a tree!

• Great message: A different kind of pet story that
focuses on the responsibility of taking care of
another living thing—even if it’s a tree!
• Environmental consciousness: Introduces the idea of
environmental conservation to young readers.
• Beautiful story: A sweet and touching story that’s
also filled with humor and whimsy.

All Abigail wants is a pet. But when she finally gets the
chance, she picks an unusual one: a Dogwood tree she
names Fido. Fido is the perfect pet because he keeps
Abigail cool during the day, listens when she tells him to
stay, and even gives her air to breathe!
But not everyone thinks Fido is the perfect pet, and
sometimes having fun with Fido is hard. Especially once he
starts growing up. But in the end, what Abigail discovers is
that trees may just be everyone’s best friend!

March 2020
PAUL CZAJAK lives in New Jersey with his wife and two children. He is the
author of the popular, award winning Monster & Me series. He is a Mom’s
Choice Awards Gold Recipient for Monster Needs a Costume and Monster
Needs a Christmas Tree. You can visit him at paulczajak.com

978-1-4926-6473-4
Juvenile Fiction/Picture Book
Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
World with translation

CATHY GENDRON graduated with a degree in Fine Arts and spent
8 years in newspapers as an art director. She lives and works in Ann
Arbor, Michigan. A teacher for almost 30 years at the College for Creative
Studies in Detroit, her work has appeared in numerous magazines and
newspapers. Visit her at cathygendron.com.
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$17.99
HC
32 Pages
Ages 4 to 8

All the Way to the Top
How One Girl’s Fight for Americans with Disabilities Changed Everything

Annette Bay Pimentel, Illustrated by Nabigal-Nayagam Haider Ali,
Foreward by Jennifer Keelan-Chaffins

• Celebrates an underrepresented group in children’s
literature: This book shines a light on youth activism
and disability rights. Publication will coincide with
the 30th anniversary of the Capitol Crawl and the
passing of the ADA
• Powerhouse author: Annette Bay Pimentel is a
veteran writer and strong self-promoter, and both
Jennifer and her mother are involved in the making
and promotion of this book
• Foreword and backmatter enhance the story:
All the Way to the Top will contain a foreword by
Jennifer Keelan-Chaffins and backmatter covering
the specifics of Jennifer’s life and the history of the
disability rights movement

A picture book about the inspiring true story of Jennifer
Keelan-Chaffins, a disability rights activist, who
courageously participated in the Capitol Crawl in 1990 when
she was just eight years old, an action that helped convince
lawmakers to pass the Americans with Disabilities Act.

March 2020
978-1-4926-8897-6
ANNETTE BAY PIMENTEL has published two picture book biographies,
Mountain Chef, which won the Carter G. Woodson Award, and Girl,
Running, which was a Junior Library Guild pick and received a starred
review. She lives in Moscow, Idaho.

$17.99

Juvenile Nonfiction/Biography
Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
World with translation

HC
40 Pages
Ages 4 to 8

s o u rc e b o o ks . c o m

16

p i c t u re
b o o ks

The inspiring true story of a young activist who
defied all odds to change the course of history!

s o u rc e b o o ks

Don’t Touch This Book!
Bill Cotter

Larry the lovable monster from Don’ t Push the Button! is back with another
hilarious, interactive adventure!
• The companion picture book to Don’ t Push the Button!, which has sold more
than 100,000 copies and was voted a Best Book of 2013 by Atlanta Parent
p i c t u re
b o o ks

• “Interactive, silly, and just plain good fun.” —Parenthood.com on Don’ t Push
the Button!
I know what you’ re thinking: this is a pretty cool-looking book. But...don’ t play with this book! Don’ t
even try it, bub. Okay, okay. You can play, but you can only use ONE finger.
Whoa. How’ d you do that?
Larry is a loveable monster, but he has trouble sharing. It’s up to you to show him how it’s done!

March 2016
BILL COTTER grew up in Rocky River, Ohio. After graduating from art school,
he moved to New York City and worked as a Pre-K art and music teacher
in Manhattan. Bill currently lives in Cleveland, Ohio, where he spends days
doodling and hanging out with his basset hound named Goober. Visit billcotter.
com for more.

978-1-4926-3224-5

$16.99

World with translation
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Rights Available Except:
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Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

Ages 4 to 8

32 Pages

Five Little Monsters Jumping on the Bed
Bill Cotter

Larry is up to some fun trouble again, but this time he brought his monster friends!
• Bill Cotter has sold over 540,000 net copies!
• Everyone’s favorite monster Larry returns, but this time readers can fall in love
with new monster characters too
A new take on the classic rhyme, “Five Little Monkeys”, Larry is back and this time he has his
monster friends with him to cause some hilarious trouble.
Five little monsters jumping on the bed.
One fell off and bumped his head.
Mama called the doctor and the doctor said,
“No more monsters jumping on the bed.”

January 2020
In past lives BILL COTTER has been a gallant knight, a mean ol’ bear, a ninja
with a secret, a slug, a majestic eagle, a slug again, and now a renowned
children’s book author and illustrator. Bill is former art and music teacher. He
lives in Cleveland, Ohio but hopes to spread humor, art, and love throughout
the universe. Visit cotterillustration.com for more.
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978-1-4926-8746-7
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Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

22 Pages
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World with translation

Don’t Shake the Present!
Bill Cotter

Go on an adventure with Larry in the hilarious holiday edition of the USA Today
bestseller Don’ t Push the Button!
• Powerhouse author: Bill Cotter has sold over 540,000 net copies!

p i c t u re
b o o ks

• The ideal stocking stuffer: combines the commercially proven popularity of
likable monster characters with an imaginative, engaging Christmas theme
• Perfect for an interactive story time: the playful interaction encourages kids to
actively engage with the story for a fun-filled reading experience that kids and
parents will go back to time and again
The holidays are here, and Larry is ready to celebrate! With your help, there will be tons of holiday
cheer--and mischief--to be had. Join Larry on this colorful, fun-filled and holiday-festive adventure.

October 2019
In past lives BILL COTTER has been a gallant knight, a mean ol’ bear,
a ninja with a secret, a slug, a majestic eagle, a slug again, and now a
renowned children’s book author and illustrator. Bill is a former art and
music teacher. He lives in Cleveland, Ohio but hopes to spread humor, art,
and love throughout the universe. Visit cotterillustration.com for more.

978-1-4926-9166-2

$6.99

World with translation

Juvenile Fiction/Board Book
Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

22 Pages
Ages 0 to 3

Don’t Push the Button! A Halloween Treat
Bill Cotter

Go trick-or-treating with Larry in the hilarious Halloween edition of the USA Today
bestseller Don’ t Push the Button!
• With nearly 400,000 books sold, Larry the Monster has become a household
name!
• Combines the commercially proven popularity of likeable monster characters
with an imaginative, engaging Halloween theme
• The playful interactivity encourages kids to actively engage with the story for
a fun-filled reading experience that kids and parents will go back to time and
again
Halloween is finally here, and Larry is going trick-or-treating. With your help, who knows what kind
of crazy candy surprises are in store! All you have to do is push the doorbell…Uh-oh.

August 2018
In past lives BILL COTTER has been a gallant knight, a mean ol’ bear, a
ninja with a secret, a slug, a majestic eagle, a slug again, and he is now a
renowned children’s book author and illustrator. Bill is former art and music
teacher. He lives in Cleveland, Ohio, but hopes to spread humor, art, and
love throughout the universe. Visit cotterillustration.com for more.

978-1-4926-6095-8

$6.99

Juvenile Fiction/Board Book

Board Book

Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

22 Pages

World with translation

Ages 0 to 3
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Dinosaurs Can’t Roar
Layla Beason, Illustrated by Mariano Epelbaum

Fact meets fiction in this humorous story about how what we think we know about
dinosaurs may not always be entirely true

p i c t u re
b o o ks

• Growth mindset opportunity: Offers a unique approach to the popular dinosaur
space by confronting common dinosaur misconceptions in children’s
products, encouraging readers to always keep an open mind when it comes to
science
Rex, a cute dinosaur with a big imagination and a big attitude, meets a friendly paleontologist…
and soon discovers what dinosaurs are really supposed to be like. Did you know that dinosaurs
have feathers? Rex doesn’t take the news too well and hilarity ensues as the paleontologist helps
the dinosaurs transform into their more realistic selves. In this unique take on dinosaur books
for children, common misconceptions are confronted with real facts in humorous rhymes and
changing art.

March 2020
ERIN GUENDELSBERGER writes stories and poems. Her work has appeared
in picture books and magazines. She studied writing at Hamline University and
Bowling Green State University. She now pursues adventure in Ohio with her
husband, daughters, dog, and cats.

978-1-4926-9365-9

$17.99

Juvenile Fiction/Picture
Book

HC

Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

Ages 4 to 7

World with translation

40 Pages

Meet My Monsters
Annie Sarac, Illustrated by Alice Brereton

CAUTION: Monsters are not as scary as they appear!
• Unique approach to a popular space: Monster books are evergreen, and this
is a unique take on a popular space by directing addressing multiple real fears
children have
• Helps conquer fear: Real fears are addressed with fun, useful tools so that
children can understand and overcome their fears
Come join a brave young boy as he shows off the many monsters he used to fear—but not
anymore! There are many fears that children face every day. Blending bedtime chills and humor,
this clever monster story shows children how the power of imagination can help conquer their
fears, whether it is that terrifying creature under the bed, loud noises, spooky shadows, or the
unknown in the dark.

January 2020
D. ANNIE SARAC is a fiction editor, author, and playwright. Works
include Dream Big, Princess, The Newest Avenger, and (Your Child) Saves the
Day available from Put Me in the Story and Sourcebooks. Annie loves all things
Scotland and cookies. Her all-time favorite gig is being a mom to a lovely and
talented daughter. You can find Annie running off the cookies or at her tidy
desk at TheEditingPen.com.
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40 Pages

World with translation

P Is for Pterodactyl
The Worst Alphabet Book Ever
Raj Haldar, Chris Carpenter, Illustrated by Maria Beddia
From wacky words to peculiar pronunciations, get kids excited about language with
this unconventional alphabet book from Raj Haldar (aka Lushlife)
• This unconventional alphabet book is great for kids of all ages, ESL students,
and even grown-ups who like wordplay
p i c t u re
b o o ks

• Raj Haldar, also known by his stage name Lushlife, is a popular indie musician
with thousands of fans who wants to make a difference in the way people think
Turning the traditional idea of an alphabet book on its head, P is for Pterodactyl is perfect for
anyone who has ever been stumped by silent letters or confused by absurd homophones. This
whimsical, unique book takes silent letter entries like “K is for Knight” a step further with “The noble
knight’s knife nicked the knave’s knee.” Lively illustrations provide context clues, and alliterative
words help readers navigate text like “a bright white gnat is gnawing on my gnocchi” with ease.
Everyone from early learners to grown-up grammarians will love this wacky book where “A is for
Aisle” but “Y is definitely not for Why.”

November 2018
Better known by his stage name Lushlife, RAJ HALDAR is an American
rapper, composer, and producer from Philadelphia, PA. This is his first book.
CHRIS CARPENTER is a software developer for a tech startup in New York.

978-1-4926-7431-3

$17.99

Juvenile Nonfiction

HC

Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

40 Pages

MARIA BEDDIA is a freelance illustrator, muralist, and textile designer based
in Philadelphia.

World with translation

Ages 4 to 8

Isabella: Artist Extraordinaire
Jennifer Fosberry, Illustrated by Mike Litwin

The purple-haired star of the New York Times bestselling picture book series is
back, and her imagination is turning her life into a wondrous work of art!
• The star of two New York Times bestsellers, My Name Is Not Isabella and
Isabella: Girl on the Go, Isabella returns for another adventure with an inspiring
message about imagination and art—more than 200,000 copies sold
• Features 11 famous paintings including The Starry Night by Vincent Van Gogh,
A Sunday on La Grande Jatte by Georges Seurat, and many more!
When Isabella has a day off from school, her mother suggests doing something special. Instead,
Isabella walks her parents through all of the exciting things they could do as she imagines herself
in famous paintings ranging from Degas’ Dancers in Blue to Warhol’s Campbell’ s Soup Cans.
Through her musings, Isabella creates a wondrous museum of her own making, showing how
home can be the most special place of all!

May 2019
JENNIFER FOSBERRY is a New York Times bestselling children’s book
author. She lives in the San Francisco Bay area with her husband and three
children. Learn more at jfosberry.com.

978-1-4926-7264-7

$17.99
HC

MIKE LITWIN is an illustrator who combines oil glazing, color pencil, collage,
and other mixed media to serve the imagination and education of children.
Visit him at mikelitwin.com.
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Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

Ages 4 to 8

World with translation

32 Pages
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Unicorn Day
Diana Murray, Illustrated by Luke Flowers

A clever, colorful, and over-the-top picture book about unicorns and unique-corns!
• Author to watch: Diana Murray is an acclaimed author who has garnered
starred reviews and awards for her previous books
p i c t u re
b o o ks

• Wonderful read aloud: the clever and funny rhymes makes this a great readout-loud book
• “A visual feast.” —Kirkus Reviews Starred Review on City Shapes
The most important rule of Unicorn Day is to have fun, fun, fun! The unicorns are celebrating their
favorite day of the year, complete with rainbows and butterflies. But when it’s revealed there’s an
impostor in their midst (a horse with a fake horn), the party comes to a screeching halt...But it turns
out Unicorn Day is for all friends! The party continues in all its glittery glory, but this time everyone
is invited, fake horns and all.
DIANA MURRAY is the author of Grimelda: The Very Messy Witch, Ned the
Knitting Pirate, and City Shapes. She grew up in New York and still lives
nearby with her family. Visit her online at dianamurray.com.
LUKE FLOWERS is an illuminator of the imagination that spends his days
(and most nights) in his cozy creative cave illustrating and writing children’s
books. He lives in Colorado Springs, Colorado, and you can find him online at
lukeflowerscreative.com.

June 2019
978-1-4926-6722-3

$17.99
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Book

HC

Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

Ages 4 to 8

World with translation

32 Pages

Pirate Chicken: All Hens on Deck
Brian Yanish, Illustrated by Jess Pauwels

There’s only one thing more frightful—or funny—than a band of pirate chickens:
their feared and feathered leader, Redfoot
• A laugh-out-loud funny story: with adorable humor on every page, Pirate
Chicken is an ideal pick for story time
• Illustrations complement the story: Jess Pauwels’ quirky and fun illustrations
work perfectly with Brian Yanish’s hysterical text
Lily is no ordinary chicken. She dreams of a life off the farm, where she can put her grand plans
into action. Her wish is granted when pirates recruit her and her fellow chickens and whisk them
away to the open seas. Soon, Lily has taken charge and becomes captain of an all-chicken crew
as the feared chicken pirate, Redfoot.
But when Lily faces a mutiny, will she change her ways, or be forced to squawk the plank?

March 2019
BRIAN YANISH currently lives in California where he runs the ScrapKins
Recycled Arts program and designs for apparel, children’s books, and apps.
Visit www.brianyanish.com.

978-1-4926-6520-5

$17.99
HC

JESS PAUWELS draws picture books and magazines stories. She loves
caffeine, colored pencils, traveling, and documentaries about monkeys. She
lives in Belgium. Learn more at jesspauwels.be.

Juvenile Fiction/Picture
Book
Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

Ages 4 to 8
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Inky the Octopus
Bound for Glory
Erin Guendelsberger, Illustrated by David Leonard
Journey along with Inky the octopus as he makes a daring escape from his
aquarium to the open sea—based on a real-life adventure!

p i c t u re
b o o ks

• Inky the Octopus is based on an incredible true story of an octopus who
escaped to the ocean from the National Aquarium of New Zealand, and
Sourcebooks’s title will be published in exclusive partnership with the
aquarium on the two-year anniversary of Inky’s escape
• With worldwide media attention from the New York Times, ABC News, NPR, and
more, many people are familiar with Inky’s story
Out of this tank, I must be free. I must explore the open sea!
Inky the octopus is bored with aquarium life and wants to escape to the ocean! But just how
can an octopus in a tank get to the open seas? Find out in Inky the Octopus, the only tale of the
mischievous octopus to be officially endorsed by the National Aquarium of New Zealand.

April 2018
ERIN GUENDELSBERGER writes stories and poems. Her work has appeared
in picture books and magazines. She studied writing at Hamline University and
Bowling Green State University. She now pursues adventure in Ohio with her
husband, daughters, dog, and cats.

978-1-4926-5414-8

$17.99

World with translation
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32 Pages

Rights Available Except:
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Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

Ages 4 to 10

The Very Very Very Long Dog
Julia Patton

Bartelby is a very long dachshund who just wants a simple walk, but his bumbling
bottom has a mind of its own!
• Themes of friendship and kindness are perpetual sellers
• Books featuring dogs and odd animals are perennially popular, and a very long
wiener dog capitalizes on both
• Julia Patton is an award-winning author/illustrator with unlimited amounts of
energy, enthusiasm, and creativity for promoting her books
Bartelby is a very long and lovable dachshund who lives in a bookstore. He has a lovely set of
friends who take him for walks through the city, but he has no idea that his bumbling backside
leaves a trail of destruction and accidents behind him. Embarrassed that he has no control over his
back end, Bartelby vows to never leave the cozy bookstore again. Can his friends help him find a
way to help himself?

December 2017
JULIA PATTON is an award-winning author and illustrator who has published
over 25 children’s books across the world, including Unstoppable Max,
The Curious Tale of Fi-Rex, From Apple Trees to Cider, Please!, and the
forthcoming Drat That Fat Cat. She lives in Northumberland, UK, with her
husband and sons.

978-1-4926-5445-2

$17.99
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Seven Bad Cats
Moe Bonneau

A little girl and a band of bad cats wreak fun-filled havoc on the high seas
• Charming and unique artwork adds a sense of whimsy to this fun tale

p i c t u re
b o o ks

• Children who love cats and are fans of books like Max the Brave will love
reading about these cute and mischievous felines
• The rhyming and counting aspects of Seven Bad Cats make for a perfect readaloud
Seven cats anywhere is probably too many. Seven BAD cats, all in one boat, is asking for trouble...
When a band of bad cats stow away on a little girl’s boat, their antics cause the vessel to capsize.
Can they come to their captain’s rescue and help get the boat safely to shore?

June 2018

MOE BONNEAU lives and works in San Francisco as a graphic designer and
fine art illustrator. You can find her online at moniquebonneau.com

978-1-4926-5710-1

$17.99
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Book

40 Pages

Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

Ages 4 to 8

World with translation

One Snowy Day
Diana Murray, Illustrated by Diana Toledano

A charming counting picture book full of snow day fun, from an award-winning
author!
• A great seasonal tie-in without being holiday specific—perfect for basicconcept-learning
• An adorable, engaging rhyming text about fun in the snow that incorporates a
counting element in an entertaining way
• Diana Murray is an acclaimed author who has garnered starred reviews and
awards for her writing
When millions of snowflakes blanket the town in white, ONE energetic puppy and TWO children
set out for some snowy day fun—full of friends, sledding, snowballs, puppy hijinks, and more.
The lyrical, rhyming text counts up to ten and back down to one, making this the perfect way to
incorporate learning into snow day fun.

October 2018
DIANA MURRAY is the author of Grimelda: The Very Messy Witch, Ned the
Knitting Pirate, and City Shapes. She grew up in New York and still lives
nearby. Visit her at dianamurray.com.

978-1-4926-4586-3

$17.99
HC

DIANA TOLEDANO’S illustrations are done mostly by hand, and she enjoys
playing with different techniques. She grew up in Madrid and now lives in San
Francisco. Visit her at diana-toledano.com.

Juvenile Fiction/Picture
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Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

Ages 4 to 8
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Lorraine
Ketch Secor, Illustrated by Higgins Bond

A future classic, Lorraine celebrates the bond a young girl shares with her
grandfather through their mutual love of music
• Author Ketch Secor is a Grammy-winning, renowned musician who is eager to
promote Lorraine while on tour with his band, Old Crow Medicine Show
p i c t u re
b o o ks

• A bold Americana fable reminiscent of Thunder Rose and Swamp Angel,
lavishly illustrated by award-winning illustrator Higgins Bond
The songs they sang always lifted their spirits—on good days or bad it was joyful to hear it.
And even when storms hit those Tennessee hills, the music they played made their worries stand still.
Grammy Award-winning, founding member of Old Crow Medicine Show, Ketch Secor, and awardwinning illustrator Higgins Bond bring an Americana fable to life in this bold, sweeping story. Pa
Paw and Lorraine spend their days celebrating life with the music of the Tennessee hills. But when
a fearsome storm rolls through, the two must rely on the power of music to get them through.
KETCH SECOR is the founder of the band Old Crow Medicine Show. Ketch
has won two Grammy Awards, and Old Crow Medicine Show has sold
over 700,000 albums. Ketch lives in Nashville, Tennessee. Learn more at
crowmedicine.com.
HIGGINS BOND received the 2009 Ashley Bryan Award for outstanding
contribution to children’s literature. She lives in Nashville, Tennessee. Visit her
at higginsbond.com.

October 2018
978-1-4926-1692-4

$17.99
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Yawning Yoga
Laurie Jordan, Illustrated by Diana Mayo

A beautiful bedtime routine for yogis of any age
• More than 1.7 million children in the United States use yoga (National Health
Interview Survey)
• Perfect for teachers to quickly calm a class of fidgety students or for parents
who want to help children wind down before bedtime
• Beautiful illustrations and easy-to-understand instructions make this a perfect
for gift for yogis of all ages and at all levels of practice
Starting with a gentle Om, Yawning Yoga’ s simple instructions, gorgeous illustrations, and
soothing poetry guide readers through a gentle and relaxing routine to end the day. Thoughtful
poems depict a series of step-by-step yoga poses. Each of the poses is accompanied by its
Sanskrit name, adding to the layers of learning.

February 2017
LAURIE JORDAN is a social worker turned yoga instructor. She is a pioneer
of kids’ yoga and created Kids Yoga Teacher Training. She was a contributing
writer for Elephant Journal and has been featured in the Chicago Tribune,
Well and Good NYC, MindBodyGreen, Yoga Journal, Working Mother, and
Greenwich and Westport magazines.

978-1-9397-7510-8

$18.95

World with translation

40 Pages
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Sweet Dreaming
Julia Rawlinson, Illustrated by Nicole Wong

A charming twist on the bedtime ritual by critically acclaimed author Julia
Rawlinson and illustrator Nicole Wong

p i c t u re
b o o ks

• Rawlinson’s Fletcher and the Falling Leaves was an Indiebound bestseller for
seven weeks and the Fletcher series received Starred Reviews from Publishers
Weekly and School Library Journal
• “Captivating.” —Publishers Weekly Starred Review on Fletcher and the
Springtime Blossoms
“I can’ t sleep!” said Molly. “You can,” said her mom. “Just think of a story and sleep will soon come.
Pretend you’ re a bird in the sun-dazzled sky, looping the loop as the wind rushes by.
You’ re swooping through sunbeams and skimming the trees.”
It’s time for bed, and Molly isn’t tired, so Mom comes up with various scenarios meant to lull Molly
to sleep. But her plan works a little too well, and Mom is soon snoring in this sweet, fun twist on a
beloved bedtime ritual.

October 2018
JULIA RAWLINSON is the author of the popular Fletcher picture books.
She lives in Warwickshire, England.
NICOLE WONG works full-time as an illustrator for magazines and
children’s books. She lives in Fall River, Massachusetts, with her family.
Visit Nicole-wong.com.

978-1-4926-3442-3

$17.99
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Love Is On the Way
Precious Moments

Love is on the way in this enchanting new picture book from Precious Moments!
• Well-known and beloved brand: Precious Moments is the most recognized
inspirational brand in the world
• Perfect gift for new parents: Sweet rhyming text, beautiful illustrations, and a
delightful story makes it perfect to share with a new parent
• Based on a Precious Moments bestselling figurine
With a unique story told from a stork’s perspective, Love Is On the Way captures the anticipation,
delight, and love that comes with a new baby. Sail across the oceans, fly through the jungles, and
soar over the deserts with Ms. Stork as she delivers your newest little one into the safety, warmth,
and love of your family home. Enchanting text and charming illustrations make this the perfect gift
for new parents!

January 2020
Known as the most recognized inspirational brand, PRECIOUS MOMENTS
has touched the world with its figurines, artwork, gift cards, books, and other
merchandise. The brand’s mission is to help others share love to make the
world a better place, which Precious Moments has been accomplishing since
the 1970s.
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All Creatures Great
and Small
Precious Moments,
Cecil F Alexander

Each spread depicts Precious Moments characters interacting with nature
to accompany the beautiful text, leaving the children with a story that will
stick with them as they grow:
All things bright and beautiful,
All creatures great and small,
All things wise and wonderful:
The Lord God made them all.

• Precious Moments brings to

Known as the most recognized inspirational brand, PRECIOUS MOMENTS
has touched the world with its figurines, artwork, gift cards, books, and other
merchandise. The brand’s mission is to help others share love to make the
world a better place, which Precious Moments has been accomplishing since
the 1970s.

Find the Farter
Sourcebooks

• Find the Farter is a gastronomical new approach
to the search-and-find
genre. Readers will delight
in searching for the smelly
offender who let it rip in each
spread.

Hide and Seek
New York City
Erin Guendelsberger,
Illustrated by Mattia Cerato

• Explore the landmarks

around your favorite city in
this new regional searchand-find series!

p i c t u re
b o o ks

life one of the most beloved
Christian hymns from Cecil
F. Alexander

April 2019
978-1-4926-8592-0

$9.99
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32 Pages

Perfect for the young and young at heart, this hilarious book is filled with
highly detailed, expressive illustrations and will keep all ages laughing
and entertained for hours. Detailed caricatures with extremely expressive
faces will provide hints as to who cut the cheese. Each spread will have a
hilarious scent-ario in which to find the stinky culprit, including:
•
•
•
•

An elevator
A birthday party
A library
And many more!

September 2019
World with translation
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The mayor of New York City needs your help! A museum is opening up
a new exhibit on the greatest things in New York City and needs YOU to
collect the items. In Hide and Seek New York City, readers explore their
favorite city to find objects for the mayor’s exhibit. From a statue of a lion
at the New York Public Library, to a clock at Grand Central Terminal,
children will love searching for the items among some of New York
City’s most popular and iconic sights, including New York Public Library,
Chelsea Market, American Museum of Natural History, Grand Central
Terminal, Central Park, New York Aquarium, Times Square, and more!

September 2019
978-1-4926-8423-7

$14.99

World with translation

Juvenile Nonfiction

ERIN GUENDELSBERGER writes stories and poems. Her work has appeared
in picture books and magazines. She studied writing at Hamline University and
Bowling Green State University. She now pursues adventure in Ohio with her
husband, daughters, dog, and cats.
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I Love You All Ways
Marianne Richmond, Illustrated by Dubravka Kolanovic

Bestselling author Marianne Richmond’s newest board book helps parents share
their infinite love for their child

p i c t u re
b o o ks

• Over six million books sold: Marianne Richmond has touched millions of
hearts; her books resonate with readers, and help them express their deepest,
most heartfelt feelings with her gorgeous illustrations and lyrical prose
• Brand new look and package: for the first time ever, Marianne is teaming up
with an illustrator (Dubrava Kolanovic) for a brand-new look and package—this
one featuring adorable animal cuddles
From the classic children’s book author who has touched the lives of more than six million readers
over two decades, I Love You All Ways is a sweet celebration of the neverending, unshakeable
love for a child. This tender message cheerfully shows a child that, whether they are happy, sad,
grumpy or glad, they are always loved.

December 2019
Beloved author and illustrator MARIANNE RICHMOND has touched the
lives of millions for nearly two decades through her award-winning books,
greeting cards, and other gift products that offer people the most heartfelt
way to connect with each other. She lives in the Nashville area. Visit
mariannerichmond.com.

978-1-4926-7515-0

$8.99
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Hooray for You!
Marianne Richmond

Whether graduating from kindergarten or college, winning a spelling bee or a
marathon, celebrating a fifth or eightieth birthday, Hooray for You! says, “There
simply is no other like you.”
• Over six million books sold: Marianne Richmond has touched millions of
hearts; her books resonate with readers, and help them express their deepest,
most heartfelt feelings with her gorgeous illustrations and lyrical prose
• Brand new look and package: for the first time ever, Marianne is teaming up
with an illustrator (Dubrava Kolanovic) for a brand-new look and package—this
one featuring adorable animal cuddles
From the classic children’s book author who has touched the lives of more than six million readers
over two decades, I Love You All Ways is a sweet celebration of the neverending, unshakeable
love for a child. This tender message cheerfully shows a child that, whether they are happy, sad,
grumpy or glad, they are always loved.

April 2019
Beloved author and illustrator MARIANNE RICHMOND has touched the
lives of millions for nearly two decades through her award-winning books,
greeting cards, and other gift products that offer people the most heartfelt
way to connect with each other. She lives in the Nashville area. Visit
mariannerichmond.com.
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One Marianne Richmond book is sold every

two minutes!
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Bedtime Blessings
978-1-4926-4183-4

My Dad Loves Me!
978-1-9340-8284-3

My Mom Loves Me!
978-1-9340-8283-6

I Love You So...
978-1-4022-7953-9

The Gifts of Being Grand
978-0-9652-4488-6

Grandma Loves Me!
978-1-4926-2295-6

Grandpa Loves Me!
978-1-4926-2298-7

Be Brave Little One
978-1-4926-5883-2

I Believe in You
978-1-4022-6344-6

I Love My Valentine
978-1-4926-5980-8

The Gift of a Memory
978-0-9741-4651-5

I Wished for You
978-1-9340-8206-5

If I Could Keep You Little
978-1-4022-7237-0

Big Boys Go Potty
978-1-4022-6659-1

Big Girls Go Potty
978-1-4022-6662-1

The Night Night Book
978-1-9340-8290-4

Oh, the Things My Mom Will Do
978-1-4022-8215-7

You Are My Heart
978-1-4926-1545-3

You’re a Big Brother
978-1-4926-5049-2

You’re a Big Sister
978-1-4926-5051-5

s o u rc e b o o ks

I’ll Hug You More
Laura Duksta, Illustrated by Melissa Iwai

From the New York Times bestselling author of I Love You More comes a new book
about the love between a parent and child
• I Love You More is a New York Times bestseller that has sold more than 300,000
copies
p i c t u re
b o o ks

• “A gorgeous and touching combination of heartfelt message, rhyme and
rhythm.” —The Sarasota Herald-Tribune on I Love You More
Rise and shine. It’ s time to start our day
with an “I love you” and a big hug
to get you on your way…
Hugs can say many different things, like “hello,” “thank you,” and “I’m sorry.” But underneath it
all, every hug says “I love you.” Explore the depths of the special bond between parent and child
through the universal gesture of a hug in Laura Duksta’s newest picture book about love.

January 2017
LAURA DUKSTA believes that when people know they are loved, anything is
possible. Laura knew from a young age that she was meant to travel the world
and spread the message of love. She is now fulfilling this mission through
her books, school programs, and inspirational talks. Laura resides in Fort
Lauderdale, Florida. Visit Laura at www.lauraduksta.com.

978-1-4926-2618-3

$16.99

World with translation

Juvenile Fiction/Picture
Book

32 Pages

Rights Available Except:
Spanish

Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

Ages 4 to 8

I Love You More
Laura Duksta, Illustrated by Karen Keesler

Experience the bestseller that has sparked the conversation of love around the
world!
• Over 450,000 copies sold
• The perfect gift for mothers and children
This cleverly conceived flip story, which ends in the middle and starts from either side, will show
you what love looks like from both a child and a parent’s perspective. With a simple, touching
story, rhyme and rhythm, and vibrant child-like illustrations, this book will be treasured by anyone
who has ever said “I love you” and heard the best response in the world: “I LOVE YOU MORE.”

LAURA DUKSTA believes that when people know they are loved, anything is
possible. Laura lost all of her hair to Alopecia Areata at the age of 11. It took
her many years to love herself and to allow others to love her. Laura graduated
from the University of Maryland with a degree in sociology and now resides in
Fort Lauderdale. Visit her at www.lauraduksta.com.
KAREN KEESLER earned the nickname “Hippie” from her love for people
and the planet. Karen is a professional photographer and illustrator, capturing
the world’s magic and love through her pictures. She is committed to bringing
programs into schools and the community that support the environment and
the arts. Karen lives in South Florida.
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October 2007
978-1-4022-1126-3

$16.99
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34 Pages

Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
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Cara’s Kindness
Kristi Yamaguchi,
Illustrated by John Lee
• New from Olympic gold

Following her figure skating victories at the 1992 Winter Olympics and World
Championships, KRISTI YAMAGUCHI founded the Always Dream Foundation
to support the lives of children through educational recreational initiatives. Visit
Kristi at kristiyamaguchi.com.

By the end of the story, kids will learn that to get kindness, it’s important
to give kindness!
p i c t u re
b o o ks

medalist and New York
Times bestselling author
Kristi Yamaguchi—in Cara’s
world, the wheel of kindness
keeps on turning!

As Cara the cat is struggling to choose a soundtrack for her figure skating
performance, she notices that Darby the dog seems a little down. When
she discovers Darby is sad because he doesn’t know how to ice skate,
Cara happily puts aside her problem to help out a friend with the caveat
that Darby should pay it forward. Before long, Darby helps out a friend,
who helps out another friend, and the circle of kindness makes its way
back to Cara just in time for her figure skating performance!

October 2016
978-1-4926-1686-3

$16.99

World with translation

Juvenile Fiction/Picture
Book

32 Pages

Rights Available Except:
Turkish

Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

Ages 4 to 8

JOHN LEE is a visual development artist and an illustrator living in Oakland,
California.

It’s a Big World,
Little Pig!
Kristi Yamaguchi
Illustrated by Tim Bowers

• This pig’s got pizzazz! Gold

medalist and New York
Times bestselling author
Kristi Yamaguchi’s followup to her break-out debut.
TIM BOWERS has illustrated more than 25 children’s books and has appeared
on the Chicago Public Library’s “Best of the Best” list. His artwork has been
included in the Society of Illustrators Annual Art Exhibition and the S.I. Humor
Exhibitions. Tim lives in Granville, Ohio. Contact him at www.timbowers.com

Dream Big,
Little Pig!
Kristi Yamaguchi,
Illustrated by Tim Bowers

• Figure skating superstar

Kristi Yamaguchi’s inspiring
picture book debut!

Poppy, the adorable, persistent, dreaming-big pig, has a new adventure
in store for her: the World Games ice-skating championship in Paris!
Poppy is nervous about meeting so many new people in a new place.
But, ever courageous and supported by her family (Emma, too!),
Poppy embarks upon this exciting adventure head-on. She meets a
snowboarding Panda, a Maltese who skies, and two fellow skaters, a
Crane and a Kangaroo. Poppy begins to realize that although these
animals look different, act different, and are from different places, they
are all the same at heart. They all smile in the same language!

March 2012
978-1-4022-6644-7

$16.99

World with translation
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Book

32 Pages

Rights Available Except:
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Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
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Poppy has big dreams—lots of them! But following her dreams isn’t as
easy as it sounds. It’s a good thing Poppy’s friends and family—who
love her no matter what—encourage her to keep believing in herself and
making her dreams come true.
Kristi Yamaguchui is an ice skating Olympic gold medalist and world
champion who knows about dreaming big. The motto Always Dream
serves as Kristi’s personal inspiration as well as the name of her
charitable foundation for children. This philosophy has contributed to
Kristi’s success on and off the ice, and one that she aspires to instill in the
hearts of children.

March 2011
978-1-4022-5275-4

$16.99

World with translation
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Book

32 Pages

Rights Available Except:
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How to Build an Elf Trap
Larissa Juliano

Learn how to build an elf trap in this companion to the New York Times bestseller
How to Catch an Elf
• The perfect companion activity book to How to Catch an Elf, the #1 book of the
2017 holiday season, which has sold over 230,000 copies
• This book shows how STEAM plays a role in each trap and activity to promote
learning both in school and at home

p i c t u re b o o k s /
h o lid a y

Catching elves is no easy task—you need more than candy canes and ribbons! Learn how to catch
an elf for yourself in this exciting companion to the New York Times bestseller How to Catch an Elf.
With colorful, engaging instructions for 12 different traps and 12 bonus activities, discussions on
the STEAM behind each activity, and fun stickers in the back, How to Build an Elf Trap is perfect
for structured lesson plans, bookstore activities, or for family fun on snowy days at home.

October 2018
LARISSA JULIANO is an elementary teacher in upstate New York. She lives in
her hometown with her husband and three young children. Besides teaching,
her passion in life is writing books in hopes of inspiring children to use their
imaginations, especially through literature. To learn more, visit her website at
larissajuliano.com.

978-1-4926-6390-4

$9.99

Juvenile Nonfiction/Activity
Book

TP

Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

Ages 4 to 7

World with translation

96 Pages

How to Build a Leprechaun Trap
Larissa Juliano

Learn how to catch that leprechaun with the companion book to the New York
Times bestseller, How to Catch a Leprechaun!
• With leprechaun traps permeating the internet, this is the authoritative “how
to” trap book
• This book looks at the STEAM component behind each activity to promote
STEAM education
• Contains additional leprechaun-themed activities for more fun
Learn how to catch a leprechaun in this exciting companion to the New York Times bestselling
book, How to Catch a Leprechaun! This companion book will have kids and parents tripping over
themselves to catch a leprechaun! With colorful, engaging instructions for 16 different traps plus
13 bonus activities and fun stickers in the back, How to Build a Leprechaun Trap is perfect for
structured lesson plans or for rainy days at home.

February 2018
LARISSA JULIANO is an elementary teacher in upstate New York. She lives in
her hometown with her husband and three young children. Besides teaching,
her passion in life is writing books in hopes of inspiring children to use their
imaginations, especially through literature. To learn more, visit her website at
larissajuliano.com.
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978-1-4926-6388-1

$9.99
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Holiday Heroes Save Halloween
Adam Wallace, Illustrated by Shane Clester

The Holiday Heroes are back, this time to save Halloween. Your favorite holiday
team will work together to make this the best Halloween ever!
• A new holiday hit from the author of the New York Times and USA Today
bestselling How to Catch series
• A fun, whacky combination of classic holiday characters and super heroes

But this Halloween, the Witch has to attend her sister’s 200th birthday, so she calls in the Holiday
Heroes! Surely nothing could go wrong, right?

August 2019

ADAM WALLACE is a children’s writer and cartoonist living in Australia. He
is the author of the New York Times bestseller How to Catch series and The
Holiday Heroes Save Christmas.

978-1-4926-8042-0

$10.99

Juvenile Fiction/Picture
Book
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Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
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40 Pages

Holiday Heroes Save Christmas
Adam Wallace, Illustrated by Shane Clester

Can the Holiday Heroes fill in when Santa’s under the weather? Or will Christmas
turn into a catastrophe?
• A new holiday hit from the author of the New York Times and USA Today
bestselling How to Catch series
• An imaginative and funny children’s book that is sure to become a holiday classic
• Features a fresh and silly take on holiday characters we know and love—with a
superhero twist!
When Santa is too sick to deliver Christmas presents all over the world, he calls in his fellow
Holiday Heroes for backup—the Easter Bunny, the Leprechaun, the Tooth Fairy, and the Witch.
But Christmas turns chaotic as these heroes hide presents under pillows and furniture, spill milk
and cookies into stockings, and turn Christmas trees upside down! Can the Holiday Heroes deliver
presents without waking anyone up? Will they be able to pull off Christmas?

October 2018

ADAM WALLACE is a children’s writer and cartoonist living in Australia. He is
the author of the New York Times bestselling How to Catch series.

978-1-4926-6970-8

$10.99
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The Witch’s powers are at their peak beginning on All Hallows Eve, when the portal between our
world and the “other” world opens for ghosts, goblins, and other spooky creatures to pass through.
Each Halloween, the Witch allows these creatures into our world to bring Halloween cheer to the
mortals. At the end of the night, it’s her job to wrangle them up and bring them back to their world.

s o u rc e b o o ks

Miracle on
34th Street
A Storybook Edition of the Christmas Classic

Susanna Leonard Hill,
Valentine Davies Estate,
Illustrated by James Newman Gray

For a little girl named Susan, Christmas could be any other day. She
doesn’t believe in Santa Claus or magic or miracles of any kind. Then,
one day, she meets Kris Kringle. As she doubtfully tells him the gifts she
wishes for most, deep down Susan finds herself hoping that just maybe,
he is the real thing. Based on the original holiday classic, Miracle on 34th
Street is a heartwarming story about generosity, imagination, and the
spirit of Christmas.

• Experience the magic of

p i c t u re b o o k s /
h o lid a y

Valentine Davies’ 70-yearold beloved holiday classic,
Miracle on 34th Street, in
picture-book format for the
first time!
VALENTINE DAVIES (August 25, 1905–July 23, 1961) was an American film
and television writer, producer, and director. He wrote the story for the 1947
film Miracle on 34th Street, which was given screen treatment by director
George Seaton and received an Academy Award for Best Story. Davies also
novelized the story, publishing a novella in conjunction with the film release.

Dear Santa
For Everyone Who Believes
in the Magic of Christmas

Sourcebooks, Susanna
Leonard Hill
• A story for everyone who

believes in the magic of
Christmas!

SUSANNA LEONARD HILL is the award-winning author of more than a dozen
books for children. She teaches an online picture book writing class: Making
Picture Book Magic (http://www.susannahill.com/MAKING_PICTURE_BOOK_
MAGIC.html), offers picture book critiques, and does frequent school and
library visits. She lives in New York’s Mid-Hudson Valley with her husband,
children, and two rescue dogs.

The Halloween Tree
Susan Montanari,
Illustrated by
Teresa Martinez Alanis

• A charming and warm-

hearted picture book to
accompany the growing
trend of Halloween trees
SUSAN McELROY MONTANARI is the author of numerous books for children.
Visit susanmontanari.com.
TERESA MARTINEZ grew up in a small town north of Mexico. After earning
a degree in graphic design she moved to Puerto Vallarta, where she gets to
draw for children.
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When an elementary school class is given an assignment to write a letter
to Santa Claus, the students jump at the chance to tell Santa all the good
things they’ve done throughout the year. But not Parker. Parker knows
that he’s done some things he probably shouldn’t have, and he’s sure
Santa already knows about those naughty things too. So Parker decides
to write an honest letter and explain—even if it means no presents this
Christmas.
Sure to become a holiday classic, Dear Santa is the heartwarming and
endearing story of a child who learns that there’s more to Christmas than
being on the naughty or nice list.

October 2019
978-1-4926-9474-8

$17.99
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Book
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Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

Ages 4 to 8

World with translation

40 Pages

“I don’t like lights, I don’t like decorations, and I don’t like people.”
declares a young pine tree. As he grows, his determination not to grow
into a Christmas tree gnarls his branches so that he becomes a twisted,
spooky old tree.
When some inventive children discover him, he begins to change his
mind, but discovers it’s too late to fulfill a Christmas destiny.
When the parents threaten to cut the ugly tree down, the children save
him in a way that makes everyone—including the tree—happy.

August 2019
978-1-4926-7335-4

Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
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Why a Daughter Needs a Mom
Gregory Lang, Susanna Leonard Hill,
Illustrated by Sydney Hanson
Based on Gregory Lang’s New York Times bestseller, this heartfelt picture book is the
perfect way for a mom and daughter to express how deep and special their bond is

• Based on a New York Times bestseller that has sold more than 3 million copies:
This new picture book format is based on the Greg Lang gift books that have
touched millions of hearts
From the first time I held you, so perfect and new,
I promised to do everything that I could do
to help you become your most wonderful YOU,
my darling, my daughter, my girl.
This new picture book is a touching story about all the ways a child’s mother will help her learn
and grow. It’s a beautiful reminder about how important she is, and it demonstrates the power of
the special bond she shares with her mom. With charming illustrations and heartwarming rhymes,
Why a Daughter Needs a Mom gives mothers the perfect way to express how beautiful the mother/
daughter bond is.

GREGORY E. LANG is the New York Times bestselling author of more than
20 books, including Why a Daughter Needs a Dad, Why a Daughter Needs a
Mom, Why a Son Needs a Dad, Why a Son Needs a Mom, and Why I Love
You. He lives in Georgia.

978-1-4926-6781-0

$10.99
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Book
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Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

Ages 4 to 8

c e l e b ra t i n g
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April 2019
World with translation

32 Pages

Why a Daughter Needs a Dad
Gregory Lang, Susanna Leonard Hill,
Illustrated by Sydney Hanson
Based on Gregory Lang’s New York Times bestseller, this heartfelt picture book is the
perfect way for a dad and daughter to express how deep and special their bond is

• Based on a New York Times bestseller that has sold more than 3 million copies:
This new picture book format is based on Greg Lang’s gift books that have
touched millions of hearts
From the first time I held you, so perfect and new,
I promised to do everything that I could do
to help you become your most wonderful YOU,
my darling, my daughter, my girl.
This new picture book is a touching story about all the ways a girl’s father will help her grow,
reminding her to be artistic, thoughtful, honest, and smart, but to most of all be true to herself.
Featuring charming illustrations and heartwarming rhymes about the moments fathers and
daughters share, it’s the perfect gift for those who have a hard time finding the right words to
properly express how beautiful the father/daughter bond is. Thankfully, this book gives fathers the
words they need!

May 2019
GREGORY E. LANG is the New York Times bestselling author of more than
20 books, including Why a Daughter Needs a Dad, Why a Daughter Needs a
Mom, Why a Son Needs a Dad, Why a Son Needs a Mom, and Why I Love
You. He lives in Georgia.

978-1-4926-6783-4

$10.99

Juvenile Fiction/Picture
Book

HC

Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

Ages 4 to 8
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32 Pages
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The List
Patricia Forde

Fahrenheit 451 meets The Giver in this gripping
story about the power of words and the
dangers of censorship

• “[A] gripping postapocalyptic thriller… as well as a
compelling commentary on censorship and the role
of language.” –School Library Journal
• The List won a White Raven Award in 2015, was
nominated for the Irish Book of the Year, and has
received terrific praise from U.S. booksellers,
librarians, and educators

g ra d e

• The terrific hook, strong heroine, timely topics, and
gripping writing will appeal to a wide readership

m id d le

• “[The List] is warm, original, but most of all a
tremendous page-turner.” —School Library
Association

In the city of Ark, speech is constrained to five hundred
sanctioned words. Speak outside the approved lexicon and
face banishment. The exceptions are the Wordsmith and his
apprentice Letta, the keepers and archivists of all language
in their post-apocalyptic, neo-medieval world.
On the death of her master, Letta is suddenly promoted to
Wordsmith, charged with collecting and saving words. But
when she uncovers a sinister plan to suppress language and
rob Ark’s citizens of their power of speech, she realizes that
it’s up to her to save not only words, but culture itself.

August 2017
978-1-4926-4796-6
PATRICIA FORDE lives in Galway, in the west of Ireland. She has
published five books for children and written for television. In another life,
she was a primary school teacher and the artistic director of Galway Arts
Festival. Visit Patricia at patriciaforde.com.

$16.99

Juvenile Fiction/Independent Reader

HC

Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
World with translation

368 Pages
Ages 10 to 14

Rights Available Except: Dutch, Russian, and Turkish
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The Doughnut King
Jessie Janowitz
The Doughnut Fix, Book 2

Superfudge meets The Lemonade War in the
second book of this charming series. Now in
paperback!

• Great Series Start: the first book in the series, The
Doughnut Fix, was a JLG pick, received a starred
review from BCCB, and is a favorite among readers
• Timely Content: this book has a television element
that will appeal to kids who are fans of shows like
MasterChef Junior

The only problem is that his shop has a major supply issue,
they just can’t make enough doughnuts. And that’s not the
worst part, Petersville has its own supply problem, it doesn’t
have enough people.

978-1-4926-5541-1
April 2018
The Doughnut Fix #1

Petersville needs to become a tourist destination, and
his shop could be a big part of it, if Tris can keep up with
demand. There’s only one solution: The Belshaw Donut
Robot. But… it costs $50,000. If Tris can win “Can You Cut
It,” the cutthroat competitive kids’ cooking show, he can get
the cash to buy the machine. But even with the whole town
training and supporting him, Tris isn’t sure he has what it
takes to win.

March 2020
978-1-4926-9155-6
JESSIE JANOWITZ grew up in New York City and is still living there with
her husband and three children, all of whom love doughnuts as much as
she does. Visit jessiejanowitz.com.

$7.99

Juvenile Fiction/Independent Reader
Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
World with translation
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336 Pages
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Tris Levin thought moving from New York City to middle-ofnowhere Petersville, meant life would definitely get worse...
but it actually somehow got better.

m id d le

• Charming/Hilarious Voice: this second book has the
same pitch-perfect middle-grade voice that is laughout-loud funny, and will appeal to both girls and boys
of this age group

s o u rc e b o o ks

Kingsbane
Claire Legrand
The Empirium Trilogy, Book 2

The #1 LibraryReads Pick author of Furyborn is
back with the second book in the epic New York
Times bestselling Empirium Trilogy!

• Bestselling series: the first book in the Empirium
trilogy, Furyborn, was an instant New York Times
bestseller as well as an Indiebound besteller
• Amazing accolades: Furyborn was a #1 LibraryReads
Pick, #2 on the Summer 2018 Indie Next List, and a
Junior Library Guild selection
• Fantastic followup: the second novel has even more
magic, action, worldbuilding, and romance. It is sure
to delight fantasy readers.

a d ult

• “Strikingly vivid prose…the nearly five hundred
pages race by in stunning fashion.” —Bulletin of the
Center for Children’ s Books, Starred Review

yo ung

Rielle Dardenne has been anointed Sun Queen, but her
trials are far from over. The Gate keeping the angels at bay
is falling. To repair it, Rielle must collect the seven hidden
castings of the saints. Meanwhile, to help her prince and
love Audric protect Celdaria, Rielle must spy on the angel
Corien—but his promises of freedom and power may prove
too tempting to resist.

978-1-4926-5662-3
May 2018
The Empirium Trilogy #1
Rights available except: Czech, German, Hungarian, Polish,
Romanian, Russian, Spanish & Catalan, and Turkish

Centuries later, Eliana Ferracora grapples with her new
reality: She is the Sun Queen, humanity’s long-awaited
savior. But fear of corruption—fear of becoming another
Rielle—keeps Eliana’s power dangerous and unpredictable.
Hunted by all, racing against time to save her dying friend
Navi, Eliana must decide how to wear a crown she never
wanted by embracing her mother’s power or rejecting it
forever.

May 2019

CLAIRE LEGRAND is the New York Times bestselling author of Furyborn.
She is also the author of The Cavendish Home for Boys and Girls,
Some Kind of Happiness, and Winterspell, among others. Claire lives in
Princeton, New Jersey. Visit clairelegrand.com.

978-1-4926-5665-4

$18.99
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The Storm Crow
Kalyn Josephson
Storm Crow

Eragon meets And I Darken in this thrilling new
fantasy debut that follows a fallen princess as
she ignites a rebellion to bring back the magical,
elemental crows that were taken from her people
• Fantastic premise: Animals in fantasy have always
been compelling, and the magical, elemental crows
in this tale are sure to attract readers
• Wonderful worldbuilding: The author has created a
wonderfully rich fantasy world that draws you in from
the first page
• Extraordinary heroine: Readers will relate to Anthia’s
fierce determination and loyalty to her people and
family

In the tropical kingdom of Rhodaire, elemental crows are
part of every aspect of life…until the Illucian empire invades,
destroying everything.

July 2019

KALYN JOSEPHSON is a debut author living in the California Bay Area.
She loves books, cats, books with cats, and making up other worlds to live
in for a while. Visit her at kalynjosephson.com.

978-1-4926-7293-7

$17.99
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368 Pages
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a d ult

But when Caliza is forced to agree to a marriage between
Thia and the crown prince of Illucia, Thia is finally spurred
into action. And after stumbling upon a hidden crow egg in
the rubble of a rookery, the sisters devise a dangerous plan
to hatch the egg in secret and win back what was taken from
them.

yo ung

That terrible night has thrown Princess Anthia into a deep
depression. Her sister, Caliza, is busy running the kingdom
after their mother’s death, but all Thia can do is think of
everything she has lost.

s o u rc e b o o ks

Belle Révolte
Linsey Miller

A French-inspired fantasy from the author of
Mask of Shadows, perfect for fans of The Young
Elites and Shadow and Bone

• Wonderful follow-up: Linsey Miller’s fantasy debut,
Mask of Shadows, received strong reviews and was
an Indie Next Pick
• Fantastic characters: the characters are relatable and
inspiring, and the author makes a point to represent
diverse and marginalized groups
• Great worldbuilding: an accessible and magical
French-inspired lush world will keep readers
enthralled

a d ult

A lush and epic fantasy about two young women, lowerclass Annette who longs to rise up in her station, and upperclass Emilia who will do anything to escape her class to
become a surgeon, who switch lives to fulfill their dreams.

yo ung

But when their country goes to war, the two work together
in secret to stay alive, keep their deception hidden, and end
the conflict before the massive and unprepared army is killed
due to magic and the greed of the wealthy few.

978-1-4926-4749-2
August 2017
Mask of Shadows #1
Rights available except:
Spanish

978-1-4926-4752-2
August 2018
Mask of Shadows #2

February 2020
LINSEY MILLER is a wayward biologist from Arkansas who previously
worked as a crime lab intern, neuroscience lab assistant, and pharmacy
technician. She currently lives in Wichita, Kansas, and can be found writing
about science and magic anywhere there’s coffee. Visit her at
linseymiller.com.
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978-1-4926-7922-6

$17.99

Young Adult Fiction

HC

Sourcebooks Fire
World with translation

384 Pages
Ages 14 to 17

Wicked As You Wish
Rin Chupeco
A Hundred Names for Magic, Book 1

The first book in a highly original fairytale
fantasy trilogy about two friends who must
rescue a fallen kingdom.

• Fresh concept: A unique concept that combines our
contemporary world with fairytale figures and high
fantasy magic
• Talented author: Rin Chupeco’s books have
consistently earned starred reviews and been JLG
picks
• Great comps: In the vein of Heartless and Dorothy
Must Die, this is a fairy tale fantasy filled with action,
humor, snark, and edge that you don’t always see in
this space

Years ago, the magical Kingdom of Avalon was left desolate
and encased in ice when the Snow Queen raged war.

978-1-4926-3582-6
978-1-4926-3585-7
978-1-4926-6060-6
March 2017
March 2018
March 2019
The Bone Witch #1
The Bone Witch #2
The Bone Witch #3
Rights available except: Rights available except: Rights available except:
Russian and Turkish
Russian and Turkish
Russian

March 2020

Raised in Manila, Philippines, RIN CHUPECO keeps four pets: a dog, two
birds, and a husband. She’s been a technical writer and travel blogger, but
now she makes things up for a living. Connect with Rin at rinchupeco.com.

978-1-4926-7266-1

$17.99

Young Adult Fiction

HC

Sourcebooks Fire
World with translation

400 Pages
Ages 14 to 18

s o u rc e b o o ks . c o m
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a d ult

But when a firebird, Avalon’s most powerful weapon,
appears for the first time in decades, they realize that the
Snow Queen is alive and hunting for the creature. Alex and
Tala must journey across the ruined Avalon and defeat her
once and for all.

yo ung

Prince Alexei, the sole survivor of the Avalon royal family,
is in hiding. Few know his secret identity, but his friend Tala
is one of them. Tala has her own secrets to guard; she can
negate spells, a form of magic that is considered cursed.

DE

s o u rc e b o o ks

BU

T!

Reverie
Ryan La Sala

When Kane tries to piece together his
memories, his definition of reality starts to
come undone...

• Wonderful diversity: Includes a diverse and authentic
cast of characters
• Fantastic worldbuilding: Detailed worldbuilding of
unique and imaginative universes will keep readers
in awe
• Great hook: Six Months Later meets Inception in this
mind-bending thriller

a d ult

All Kane Montgomery knows is that the police found him
half-dead in the river. The only witness—his little sister
Sophia—claims he was dragged there by something not of
this world. If Kane can’t come up with a better explanation,
he’ll be shipped off to a ward.

yo ung

As Kane pieces together clues, he’s confronted by reality
rapidly coming undone. The local community college warps
into a subterranean temple, a historical estate nearby
blooms into a Victorian romance, and people come out of
the woodwork, claiming to be his secret friends. Increasingly
tangible and terrifying realities materialize around Kane…
and then his memories begin to return.

January 2020

RYAN LA SALA grew up in Connecticut and studied Anthropology and
Neuroscience at Northeastern University. He now lives in Somerville,
Massachusetts, atop an antique movie theater. Reverie is his debut novel.
Visit him at ryanlasala.com
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978-1-4926-8266-0

$17.99

Young Adult Fiction

HC

Sourcebooks Fire
World with translation

384 Pages
Ages 14 to 17

Scared Little Rabbits
A.V. Geiger

Running scared is not an option…

• This thriller features kickass girls in STEM, romance,
technological subterfuge, and edge-of-your-seat
pacing
• Geiger has a built-in fanbase on Wattpad with more
than 310K followers and 120K reads for Scared Little
Rabbits
• Gegier’s first two books were optioned for film
• “The perfect mix of fandom with just the right
amount of suspense. An enthralling page turner from
beginning to end.” —Anna Todd, New York Times
bestselling author of the After series on Follow Me
Back

978-1-4926-4825-3
June 2018
Follow Me Back #2
Rights available except:
French, German, Indonesian,
Czech and Polish

December 2019
A.V. GEIGER is a popular online author followed by hundreds of thousands
of readers on the story-sharing website Wattpad. As a member of the
Wattpad Stars program, her original teen fiction has received millions
of hits. She lives in New Jersey with her husband and twin boys. Visit
avgeiger.com

978-1-4926-4828-4

$10.99

Young Adult Fiction

TP

Sourcebooks Fire
World with translation

336 Pages
Ages 12 to 17

s o u rc e b o o ks . c o m
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a d ult

978-1-4926-4523-8
June 2017
Follow Me Back #1
Rights available except: Czech, French, German,
Indonesian, Italian, Polish, Portuguese, Serbian,
Slovak, Spanish & Catalan, Turkish and Ukranian

yo ung

When Ellie gets accepted into a prestigious Makers summer
program, she can’t wait to put her coding skills to use.
She even gets invited to join the top coding team with the
gorgeous but mysterious Maddox Cruz. But the relationships
among the other students are more complicated than
they appear, and Ellie doesn’t fully understand the
games they’re playing. When a student goes missing,
everyone is shocked...especially when the tech trail for the
disappearance leads back to Ellie. Ellie must prove her own
innocence before she gets arrested...or becomes the next
victim.

s o u rc e b o o ks

The Lost
Natasha Preston

It’s a fight for survival in this new thriller from
Natasha Preston, the #1 YA thriller author of the
New York Times bestsellers The Cellar and The
Cabin
• Natasha Preston is the queen of YA thrillers: Preston
is the #1 bestselling YA thriller author; The Cellar and
The Cabin spent a combined total of 37 weeks on the
New York Times bestseller list
• More than 600,000 copies sold: Preston has released
four books in the last four years, and they continue
to sell in strong quantities each week
• A gripping thriller about survival and friendship: A
cross between Saw and Hostel, The Lost will keep
readers on the edge of their seats

yo ung

a d ult

In the small town of Aurora, teens go missing all the time.
But when one of Piper and Hazel’s classmates disappears,
they are determined to find out the truth of what happened
to her.
While investigating, they meet some handsome and rich
college students...who kidnap them. The girls are taken
to a building in the middle of a privately owned forest. The
building isn’t just designed to keep them locked away—every
room is a method of torture and a test of survival. And Piper
and Hazel won’t give up without a fight.

978-1-4926-1855-3
September 2016
Rights available except:
French, Italian, Polish,
Spanish & Catalan,
and Turkish

978-1-4926-5432-2
February 2018
Rights available except:
Polish, Russian, and
Spanish & Catalan

978-1-4926-1852-2
August 2015
Rights available except:
French, Polish
and Turkish

April 2019
UK native NATASHA PRESTON grew up in small villages and towns.
She discovered her love of writing when she stumbled across an amateur
writing site and uploaded her first story and hasn’t looked back since. She
enjoys writing romance, thrillers, gritty YA, and the occasional serial killer
novel. Visit her at natashapreston.com.
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978-1-4926-5226-7

$10.99

Young Adult Fiction

HC

Sourcebooks Fire
World with translation

304 Pages
Ages 14 to 18

Last to Die
Kelly Garrett

A fast-paced, dark YA thriller that explores what happens when a pact that starts
out as a game among friends turns into something much more deadly
• Features a high-stakes plot and pacey writing: Perfect for fans of Natasha
Preston and Hannah Jayne
• Award winner: The Last to Die was a 2018 Oregon Book Awards finalist
Maybe Gin was right; we’d gone too far. Maybe we were beginning to ruin things. Lives. Maybe
this wasn’t a game any longer.
Harper Jacobs and her friends are just looking for some fun when they decide to start breaking
into each other’s houses. It’s enough to give them a rush, and it’s pretty harmless since they all
promise not to take anything that can’t be replaced. But when they target the home of a classmate,
it crosses a line, and one of the group turns up dead. Harper needs to figure out what’s happening
fast…or else she might be next.

November 2019
KELLY GARRETT spends her time hiking with her Great Pyrenees mix and
seeking out new coffee shops. After growing up in a small, rainy town on the
Oregon Coast, Kelly now calls Portland home, where she organizes several
literary-related lecture series. She’s an alumnus of Pacific University. Follow
her on twitter @garrett_kelly and Instagram and Facebook @writerkellygarrett,
visit her at garrettkelly.com.

978-1-4926-9844-9

$10.99

Young Adult Fiction

TP

Sourcebooks Fire

206 Pages

World with translation

Ages 14 to 18

yo ung

That Night
Cyn Balog

a d ult

Hailey wants to know the truth, but there are some secrets that are best left
buried…
• Perfect for fans of: Karen McManus, Natasha Preston, and Natalie D. Richards
• “Even careful readers will be caught off guard by twists and unexpected but
divine surprises. This first-rate thriller delivers everything a thriller should, and
adds more.” —VOYA, Starred Review on Alone
Hailey is determined to find out all she can about her boyfriend’s suicide. She knows Declan
wouldn’t kill himself, even if she can’t remember a lot of what lead up to that fateful night.
Kane, Declan’s stepbrother and Hailey’s best friend, wants to move past what happened—not dig
up bad memories. But the more Hailey searches for information, the more she remembers.
As the truth begins to unravel, Hailey finds herself unveiling secrets she never could have
imagined—secrets that have the possibility of ruining everything...

June 2019
978-1-4926-6086-6

978-1-4926-5274-8

CYN BALOG is the author of a number of young adult novels. She lives
outside Allentown, Pennsylvania, with her husband and daughters. Visit her
online at cynbalog.com.

978-1-4926-7904-2

$10.99

Young Adult Fiction

TP

Sourcebooks Fire

320 Pages

World with translation

Ages 14 to 18

s o u rc e b o o ks . c o m
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What You Hide
Natalie D. Richards

A new pulse-pounding romantic thriller from
the author of We All Fall Down and Six Months
Later

• Richards’s suspense thrillers have sold more than
150,000 copies
• “Full of twists, eerie theories, and a satisfying
conclusion, this will be thoroughly enjoyed by YA
fans of April Henry and Demitria Lunetta.” —School
Library Journal on Richards’s We All Fall Down
• With dual narrators, this novel explores issues like
teenage homelessness, emotional abuse, and the
pressures of choosing your future path

yo ung

a d ult

Spencer volunteers at the library. Sure, it’s community
service, but he likes his work. Especially if it means getting
to see Mallory. Mallory spends a lot of time keeping her head
down. When you’re sixteen and homeless, nothing matters
more than being anonymous. But Spencer’s charm makes
her want to be noticed.
But after a tragic death at the library, ghostly voices and
messages begin to appear. Spencer and Mallory know a
homeless teenager makes an easy target, and their safe
haven may not be as safe as they thought.

978-1-4926-5438-4

978-1-4022-8551-6

December 2019

After years as a professional paper-pusher, NATALIE D. RICHARDS
decided to trade in reality for a life writing YA fiction. She lives in Ohio
with her husband, three children, and two dogs. This is her sixth novel.
Visit her on Twitter @natdrichards or at nataliedrichards.com.
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978-1-4926-5718-7

$10.99

Young Adult Fiction

TP

Sourcebooks Fire
World with translation

384 Pages
Ages 14 to 18

You Asked for Perfect
Laura Silverman

A timely novel about the price of perfection from the author of Girl Out of Water
• Author has received major praise: Silverman’s debut, Girl Out of Water,
received strong trade reviews, was a Junior Library Guild Pick, and also
garnered bookseller love
• “Hand to fans of Sarah Dessen and Jenny Han.” —Booklist on Girl Out of Water
Ariel Stone is the perfect college applicant. But a failed calculus quiz threatens his valedictorian
standing and sends him into a tailspin. He reluctantly—secretly—gets a tutor. Amir and Ariel have
never gotten along, but Amir excels in calculus, and Ariel is low on options. Their time together
goes better than expected, and soon, their relationship ventures beyond textbooks.
Except throwing himself into calculus and a burgeoning romance detracts Ariel’s attention from his
other classes. Ariel could lose everything he’s worked his whole life to achieve. But how much is
Ariel willing to sacrifice in the name of academic perfection?

March 2019
978-1-4926-4686-0

LAURA SILVERMAN earned her MFA in Writing for Children at the New
School, and lives in Brooklyn, New York. You can follow her on Twitter at
@LJSilverman1.

978-1-4926-5827-6

$10.99

Young Adult Fiction

TP

Sourcebooks Fire

288 Pages

World with translation

Ages 14 to 17

yo ung

It’s My Life
Stacie Ramey

a d ult

A swoon-worthy tomance about a girl who needs to make peace with her past
before she loses out on the future.
• An issue-driven, contemporary YA that gives a voice to those living with
cerebral palsy while showing that all teenagers deal with similar struggles
Jenna has had cerebral palsy her entire life, but she never let it get her down…until she discovers
that her disability was caused by medical malfeasance. Consumed by her anger and frustrated
with her parents, who have been pushing her to get yet another difficult procedure, Jenna’s life
starts to spiral out of control.
Enter Julian. Jenna’s had a crush on him since they were kids, but this year they’re in class
together for the first time. Julian is struggling in school, so Jenna reaches out to him—
anonymously—to help, and soon their conversations are about so much more. She’s falling fast
and hard, but would Julian still be interested in her if he knew who she really was? And can she
find a way to take back her own narrative before she pushes away everyone she loves?

January 2020
978-1-4926-5420-9

978-1-4926-9452-6

$10.99

STACIE RAMEY attended the University of Florida where she majored in
communication sciences and Penn State where she received a Master of
Science degree in speech pathology. She lives in Wellington, Florida, with her
husband, three children, and two rescue dogs. Visit www.stacieramey.com.

Young Adult Fiction

TP

Sourcebooks Fire

272 Pages

978-1-4926-2097-6

9781492654209

World with translation

Ages 14 to 17

s o u rc e b o o ks . c o m
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Dad Jokes
Good, Clean Fun for All Ages!

Jimmy Niro

Ah, the dad joke—humor that reminds us of all the lovable, embarrassing
fathers out there. For dads and pun lovers alike, Dad Jokes is a
punbelievable book full of hundreds of the cheesiest jokes imaginable,
such as:
• I’m reading a book about anti-gravity. It’s impossible to put down!
• I used to hate facial hair, but then it started growing on me.

• You don’t have to be a dad

to tell dad jokes!

May 2018
978-1-4926-7537-2

$9.99

World with translation

Humor
Sourcebooks

Super Dad Jokes
Saving the world, one bad joke at a time

Jimmy Niro

160 Pages

Ah, the dad joke—humor that reminds us of all the lovable, embarrassing
fathers out there. For dads and pun lovers alike, Super Dad Jokes is the
next punbelievable book full of all new cheesy, groan-worthy jokes, such
as:
I have a fear of speed bumps, but I’m slowly getting over it.

• A SUPER collection of

Q: What is the sleepiest fruit?
A: Napricot.

the best (worst) dad jokes
around!

September 2019
978-1-7282-0017-0

$9.99

World with translation

Humor
160 Pages

hum o r

Sourcebooks

Dad Jokes
Holiday Edition
Yule Love Them!

Dad Jokes Holiday Edition is a special festive edition for the
embarrassing dads and pun lovers out there. Filled with over 300 all new
jokes for Christmas, Hanukkah, winter, and New Year’s, this book is a
laugh-out-loud title perfect for anyone on your list!

Jimmy Niro
• It’s a winter punderland of

dad jokes!

October 2019
978-1-7282-0020-0

$7.99

Humor
Sourcebooks
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96 Pages

World with translation

Sex, Teens, and Everything in Between
The New and Necessary Conversations Today’s Teenagers Need to Have
about Consent, Sexual Harassment, Healthy Relationships, Love, and More
Shafia Zaloom
A one-stop resource for parents and educators in the age of #MeToo and #TimesUp
• A one-stop resource: perfect for adults concerned about helping teens through
the issues surrounding consent and sexual exploration in today’s society
• Author is an authority in the field: author Shafia Zaloom has worked for
decades as an educator in the field of adolescent sexual decision-making and
is a well-regarded expert
In the age of #MeToo and #TimesUp, issues of consent and sexual harassment are being talked
about more than ever before. Sex, Teens, and Everything in Between gives parents, educators,
and healthcare professionals the tools they need to raise these important conversations with teens.
Covering topics such as consent, legal responsibility, bystander intervention, and support and
prevention, this book is an essential resource for adults who want to have open, nonjudgmental
conversations about these issues with teenagers to help keep them safe and satisfied in their
sexual exploration.

August 2019
978-1-4926-8008-6

SHAFIA ZALOOM is one of the country’s leading experts on sexual consent
education whose curriculum has been featured in the New York Times,
Washington Post, Cosmopolitan, and more. She lives in San Francisco.

$16.99

World with translation

Parenting
Sourcebooks

304 Pages

365 Days of Creative Play
Sheila Ellison, Judith Gray

Fun indoor and outdoor activities for every day of the year!
• The importance of teaching creativity at home and in the classroom curriculum
is a hot topic, and this book fits in this sweet spot
• This new edition has been redesigned for today’s busy parents and caretakers
p a re n t i n g

This amazing resource features 365 fun, thoughtful activities for kids age 2 and up. Parents and
caretakers can open to any page to find easy ways to encourage a child’s creativity and learning
through play. The only things you’ll need are common items found around the house—and your
imagination!
“Projects that you can do with your kids, and even better, activities they can do themselves.”
—Family Circle

May 2017
SHEILA ELLISON is the author of nine books and a mother of four and
stepmother of two. Her books have been featured in O Magazine, Parenting,
Glamour, Healthy Kids Magazine, and The San Francisco Chronicle.
DR. JUDITH GRAY is internationally known as an author, teacher, and
speaker on future trends in education and she is currently a professor at City
University of Seattle.

978-1-4926-4888-8

$16.99

World English

Parenting
Sourcebooks

224 Pages
Ages 2 to 7

s o u rc e b o o ks . c o m
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I Wished for You
A Keepsake Adoption Journal
Carrie Kipp Howard

Cherish each milestone of your adoption story with this one-of-a-kind journal
• Unique on the market, there are currently no comparable journals for parents
who want to chronicle their adoption story
• Sourcebooks has had success with adoption stories: Marianne Richmond’s I
Wished for You picture book sold more than 42,000 copies
This stunning keepsake journal will capture the life-changing and emotional time parents-to-be
experience from the moment they decide to adopt to the day they first meet the child they’ve been
dreaming of. Designed specifically with adoptive parents in mind, this prompted journal features
chapters for every step of the adoption journey. Because no two adoption stories are alike, each
deserves a special book to commemorate all of the sentiments, family history, hopes, dreams, and
surprises that this exciting journey entails.

May 2017
CARRIE KIPP HOWARD is an award-winning writer and editor whose work
has appeared in numerous books and publications. She has interests in
branding and corporate identity, aviation, and parenting and adoption. A
graduate of Pacific Lutheran University, she lives with her family in Seattle.

978-1-4926-4884-0

$15.99

Family & Relationships

HC

Sourcebooks

144 Pages

World with translation

How Big Is Baby Now?
Maryann Cocca-Leffler

This unique die-cut board book is the perfect gift for kids wondering what’s going
on inside Mom’s pregnant belly.
• Unique book children will love: While it’s common in books for parents, no
other children’s book correlates belly size to tangible objects in this way

p a re n t i n g

• Relatable and useful: References to common objects help children understand
the size of the baby growing inside of Mom’s ever-expanding tummy. Numbers
indicate pregnancy months, and act as number concept for young readers.
Mommy’s belly is growing. There’s a baby inside! How big is baby now? Starting with three
months, we can count the months and compare the little baby growing inside Mommy’s belly to
things that young chlidren can relate to and see around them: from an egg to a football to a gallon
of milk, children can count along and feel like they’re a part of the magic that is happening inside
that belly!There is currently no other book like this on the market, even though we all know young
kids are fascinated with what’s going on “in there” when they see pregnant bellies! This is sure to
be the perfect gift for expecting moms and a potential classic for many years to come.

March 2020

MARYANN COCCA-LEFFLER has been writing and illustrating children’s
books for more than 30 years and has published over 50 books. She graduated
from Massachusetts College of Art in 1980 with a BFA in illustration.
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978-1-4926-9145-7

$10.99

Juvenile Nonfiction

Board Book

Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

24 Pages
Ages 4 to 8

World with translation

Celebrate your life stories and nurture deeper bonds with your families,
all while finding greater joy and gratitude. BECOME A STORYCATCHER!

978-1-4926-9357-4
March 2019

Time Capsule
978-1-4926-9356-7
September 2019

978-1-4926-9358-1
March 2019

978-1-4926-9364-2
May 2019

Spread Your Wings
978-1-4926-9360-4
September 2019

We’re So Thankful
978-1-4926-9361-1
September 2019

WORLD WITH TRANSLATION

978-1-4926-9363-5
May 2019

Here I Go!
978-1-4926-9362-8
March 2020

MAGIC
America’s #1 Child Discipline Book
Sold in More than 15 Languages!
1-2-3 MAGIC: 3-STEP DISCIPLINE FOR CALM,
EFFECTIVE, AND HAPPY PARENTING
978-1-4926-2988-7 * $15.99 * TP

p a re n t i n g

Awards:

For Teachers and
Administrators

For Managing Life
with Adolescents

1-2-3 MAGIC IN THE
CLASSROOM: EFFECTIVE
DISCIPLINE FOR PRE-K
THROUGH GRADE 8

1-2-3 MAGIC TEEN:
COMMUNICATE, CONNECT,
AND GUIDE YOUR TEEN TO
ADULTHOOD

978-1-4926-3305-1 * $15.99 * TP

978-1-4926-3789-9 * $15.99 * TP

For Parenting Kids
with ADHD

For Introducing
Children to the
1-2-3 Magic Program

ALL ABOUT ADHD:
A FAMILY RESOURCE FOR
HELPING YOUR CHILD
SUCCEED WITH ADHD

1-2-3 MAGIC FOR KIDS:
HELPING YOUR KIDS
UNDERSTAND THE NEW RULES

978-1-4926-3786-8 * $15.99 * TP

978-1-4926-4786-7 * $15.99 * TP

Red Bunny & Yellow Bunny
Claire Garralon

Red Bunny and Yellow Bunny are having
a baby! Can you guess what color the baby
will be?

• Beautiful board book with a great message: This
clever board book is filled with strong visual
elements, gender neutral characters, and an
entertaining plot line that weaves in themes of
diversity
• Perfect for toddlers: The simple, bold graphic
illustrations are a perfect way to introduce colors to
toddlers
• Acclaim for author/illustrator’s previous book: Kirkus
Reviews wrote about Black Cat & White Cat: “Little
readers will adore the clean-cut illustrations and
sharply contrasted compositions that burst with
color at the book’s end.”

One day, Red Bunny meets Yellow Bunny. They fall in love
and then have a cute baby. What color will that baby be?
And when that bunny has babies, what colors will they be?
The high-contrast words and shapes are perfect for the
youngest eyes and the fun story will keep kids engaged. This
sweet board book is a great introduction to colors and the
concept of diversity.

p i c t u re
b o o ks

March 2019
978-1-4926-8014-7

$7.99

Juvenile Fiction/Board Book
CLAIRE GARRALON is a graphic designer and illustrator. She is the
author and illustrator of numerous books in France where she lives.
Visit her at clairegarralon.fr.

Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
World English

Board Book
28 Pages
Ages 0 to 3

s o u rc e b o o ks . c o m
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Don’t Push the Button!
Bill Cotter

Larry is a lovable monster (if a bit too curious) and the star of this hilarious,
interactive picture book debut
• Hardcover edition has sold more than 35,000 copies in first 10 month
• Combines the popularity of monsters with the imaginative, engaging
interactivity of Press Here
• A great read-aloud that kids will go back to time and again
There’ s only one rule in Larry’ s book: don’ t push the
button. (Seriously, don’ t even think about it!)
Even if it does look kind of nice, you must never push the
button. Who knows what would happen?
Okay, quick. No one is looking... push the button.
Uh, oh.

November 2013
BILL COTTER is an artist who lives in Brooklyn, NY. Bill spends his time
teaching art and music to children, playing live music around the city, and
perfecting his ping pong skills. Visit his portfolio at www.writershouseart.com/
bill-cotter.

978-1-4022-8746-6

$16.99

Juvenile Fiction/Picture
Book

32 Pages

Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

Ages 4 to 8

World English

Don’t Push the Button! An Easter Surprise
Bill Cotter

Go on an adventure with Larry in the hilarious Easter edition of the USA Today
bestseller Don’ t Push the Button!
• Over 400,000 Don’t Push books sold: Larry the Monster has become a
household name who is beloved by children
• The ideal add-on for Easter baskets: Combines the commercially proven
popularity of likable monster characters with an imaginative, engaging Easter
theme
Easter is finally here, and Larry is ready to celebrate! With your help, there will be tons of Easter
fun to be had.
p i c t u re
b o o ks

Larry is up to his usual mischief in this colorful, fun-filled adventure.

February 2019
In past lives BILL COTTER has been a gallant knight, a mean ol’ bear, a ninja
with a secret, a slug, a majestic eagle, a slug again, and he is now a renowned
children’s book author and illustrator. Bill is former art and music teacher. He
lives in Cleveland, Ohio, but hopes to spread humor, art, and love throughout
the universe. Visit cotterillustration.com for more.
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978-1-4926-8011-6

$6.99

Juvenile Fiction/Board Book

Board Book

Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

22 Pages
Ages 0 to 3

World English

The Star Shepherd
Dan Haring, MarcyKate Connolly

The stars keep the world safe from evil
creatures, but when they start falling, it’s up
to Kyro to save the day in this beautifully
illustrated middle-grade novel
• Author to build: MarcyKate Connolly’s Shadow
Weaver was an Indie Next pick, a Junior Library Guild
selection, and it received two starred reviews
• Beautiful illustrations: Each chapter will have a fullpage illustration and spot art throughout, making this
perfect for middle-grade readers
• Wonderful writing: Engaging writing and strong
worldbuilding make for a perfect addition to the
category where it will fit both with Neil Gaiman and
How to Train Your Dragon

When the world first formed, the night was black and filled
with dark creatures. The Elders knew their people couldn’t
survive under such a threat. So they made the ultimate
sacrifice: they gave their hearts to the sky in the form of
brightly shining stars to keep evil underground.
Now, eleven-year-old Kyro is a Star Shepherd like his father.
He’s spent his life tucked away in the outskirts of the small
town of Drenn. There they watch the night sky for falling
stars—and rush to rescue them when they do.
Then on night, too many stars fall at once, and Kyro’s father
journeys to the Star Shepherd Council to report the threat.
But when he doesn’t return Kyro must figure out how to save
them himself before enough stars fall for the dark creatures
to make their return.

September 2019
978-1-4926-5820-7

$17.99

Juvenile Fiction/Independent Reader
Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
World English

320 Pages
Ages 8 to 14

g ra d e

MARCYKATE CONNOLLY is an author and arts administrator living in
New England (near Boston) with her husband and pugs. She’s a caffeine
addict, composer, and voracious reader. You can find her online at
marcykate.com.

HC
m id d le

DAN HARING is a visual effects and animation artist, who has worked on
films such as Tangled, The Lion King 3D, Incredible Hulk and Rio 2. He
lives in Utah with his awesome wife and kids.
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Hollow Dolls
MarcyKate Connolly
Hollow Dolls, Book 1

Set in the same fantasy world as Shadow
Weaver, this start in a duology features a young
mind reader and her journey home

• Fantastic companion novel: Set in the same world as
the popular Shadow Weaver series, this new duology
will draw in old and new readers alike
• Great acclaim: Shadow Weaver earned two starred
reviews and is a Texas Blue Bonnet nominee
• Wonderful characters: Simon and Sebastian, the two
protagonists, are fascinating characters and easy to
root for

Simone is a mind-reader. She knows many things about
everyone else, but she doesn’t remember anything about her
past. Now that she’s been freed from a life of servitude, she
wants to return home. The problem is all she remembers is
the name of her village, Wren, but no one has heard of it or
knows where it is.
Simone is determined to find her family. But when she
comes across a man with two minds inside him—the real
one, shoved deep down, and the dominant one of a body
walker, someone who can take over a person’s body,
Simone knows she is one of the only people who can stop
him.

978-1-4926-4995-3
January 2018
Shadow Weaver
Duology #1

978-1-4926-4998-4
January 2019
Shadow Weaver
Duology #2

January 2020
978-1-4926-8819-8

m id d le
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MARCYKATE CONNOLLY is a New York Times bestselling children’s book
author who lives in New England with her family and a grumble of pugs.
She is also the author of the Shadow Weaver duology. You can visit her
online and learn more about her stories at marcykate.com.
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Juvenile Fiction/Independent Reader
Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
World English

$16.99
HC
336 Pages
Ages 8 to 14

The Disaster Days
Rebecca Behrens

Hannah thought that babysitting would be a
breeze. But when an earthquake hits, things
start to get shaky...

• Fantastic author: Rebecca Behrens is a wellreviewed author and has made several state lists for
her previous titles
• Great category: A thrilling addition to the survival
story space that will keep readers asking “What
would I do?”
• Modern-day Hatchet: Perfect for readers who love
survival stories

Twelve-year-old Hannah Steele doesn’t mind babysitting
after school. She just took a babysitting class, and her
charges Zoe and Oscar are basically her next door
neighbors, so it’s really no big deal.
But then the shaking begins. Pottery topples. Furniture
lurches across the floor. Glass shatters. The earthquake
lasts four whole minutes. It knocks out the power. The stairs
collapse. Phone lines are down, cell service is nonexistent.
Even worse, the ferry and the bridge aren’t running, so
their parents can’t get back to them. Which means, they’re
stranded and alone. With Hannah in charge…

978-1-4022-8642-1
February 2014

October 2019
978-1-4926-7331-6

$16.99

Juvenile Fiction/Independent Reader
Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
World English

HC
304 Pages
Ages 8 to 12

m id d le
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Growing up in Wisconsin, REBECCA BEHRENS dreamed of becoming the
following: a marine zoologist, an Olympic swimmer, or an author. One out
of three isn’t bad! Today she lives in New York City, where she works as a
textbook editor. Some of her favorite things are: Central Park, bright shoes,
running, and doughnuts. Visit her at www.rebeccabehrens.com.
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50 Adventures to
Have before You
Turn 14
Pierdomenico Baccalario,
Tommaso Percivale,
Illustrated by Antongionata Ferrari

• It’s never too early to start

a bucket list! Embark on
exciting adventures with
this journal full of activities
to do—all before you turn
fourteen!
PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO was born in a little town in Piedmont, Italy.
He wrote his first novel, La Strada del Guerriero (The Road Warrior), in fifteen
days and sent it to the Battello a Vapore Prize (Steamboat Prize), which it
won. He wrote it under his neighbor’s name because he was shy and only
twenty-three years old at the time. He currently lives in Milan.

After Zero
Christina Collins

• A poignant and lyrical

middle-grade debut that
asks: What do you do when
you realize that words can
be more isolating than
silence?
CHRISTINA COLLINS is an American currently studying for her PhD
in creative writing in Belfast. Her work has appeared in over a dozen
publications. She holds an MFA in fiction from George Mason University,
where she received full funding and an Honours Award.

Great Museum
Mix-Up and Other
Surprise Endings

Want to enter your teen years with a long list of accomplishments and
cool stories? Organize a treasure hunt, create a secret code, search
for fossils, bake a loaf of bread, climb a tree—these are some of the
fun projects and activities to complete before you turn fourteen! 50
Adventures to Have before You Turn 14 is a bucket-list journal with
prompts for fifty different activities perfect for preteens looking to unplug,
embark on exciting adventures, and explore new hobbies. In addition
to descriptive information and activity prompts, the book also allows the
readers to record the results of their projects in the journal.

May 2019
978-1-4926-7155-8

$14.99

Juvenile Nonfiction/Activity
Book

TP

Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

Ages 10 to 14

World English

176 Pages

Elise keeps a notebook full of tallies, each stroke marking a word spoken.
A word that can’t be taken back. Five tallies is not so bad. Two is pretty
good. But zero is perfect. Zero means no wrong answers in class, no
secrets spilled, no conversations to agonize over at night. But now
months have passed, and Elise isn’t sure she could speak even if she
wanted to. Not to keep her only friend, Mel, from drifting further away, or
to ask if anyone else has seen her teacher’s stuffed raven come to life.
Then, a shocking family secret helps Elise realize that her silence might
just be the key to unlocking everything she’s ever hoped for…

September 2018
978-1-4926-5532-9

Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

Ages 8 to 12

Juvenile Fiction/

$16.99

World English

Independent Reader

HC
256 Pages

Ruby Starr is thrilled that her book suggestion for her lunchtime book
club, The Unicorns, is a big hit. Everyone loves From the Mixed-up Files
of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler! And Ruby wishes she could spend the night
in a museum just like the book’s characters.

Ruby Starr, Book 3

Deborah Lytton

Her wish is granted when she finds out her class is going on a field trip
to the local museum! But when things start going wrong, Ruby’s not sure
she’ll get the ending she was hoping for.

• Dork Diaries meets the Ava

m id d le

g ra d e

and Pip series in this funny
and authentic third book in
the Ruby Starr series

DEBORAH LYTTON resides in Los Angeles, California with her two daughters
and their Papillon, Faith. She is also the author the Ruby Starr series, as well
as Jane in Bloom and Silence. Visit her online at www.deborahlytton.com.
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February 2019
978-1-4926-4583-2

Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

Ages 8 to 12

Juvenile Fiction/

$7.99

World English

Independent Reader

TP
240 Pages

Outlaws
Jen Calonita
Royal Academy Rebels, Book 2

A brand-new series from Jen Calonita, set in
the world of Fairy Tale Reform School! Not
everyone born royal is meant to rule…

• Bestselling author: Misfits, the first in the series,
has sold more than 5,000 copies since its October
release, and the Fairy Tale Reform School series has
sold over 250,000 copies
• Continuation of a popular subgenre: continues the
madcap world of fractured fairy tales found in Fairy Tale
Reform School with a fun new cast of reluctant royals
• Perfect for readers who love FTRS, and readers
new to Jen Calonita: Royal Academy Rebels can be
enjoyed by readers new to the world of Enchantasia
and loyal Fairy Tale Reform School fans alike
• “Misfits is funny, charming, and rebellious...just like
Devin. I can’t wait to see what happens next!”
—James Riley, New York Times bestselling author of
The Story Thieves series and the Revenge of Magic
series

After being banished to the Hollow Woods following their
discovery of Headmistress Olivina’s secret villainy, a note
from an ally urges Devin and her friends to go in search of
Red Riding Hood, who they believe can help them figure out
what to do next.

978-1-4926-5128-4
October 2018
Royal Academy
Rebels #1

Instead, they come across a troupe of fairytale vigilantes,
including a former Royal Academy princess, Robin Hood,
a pirate named Corden, and more. Alongside their new
vigilante friends, Devin and her crew come up with a plan to
expose the truth about Olivina to all of Enchantasia, or risk
their homeland falling under villainous rule once and for all…

October 2019
978-1-4926-5131-4

$16.99

Juvenile Fiction/Independent Reader
Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
World English

HC
256 Pages
Ages 8 to 12

m id d le
g ra d e

JEN CALONITA has interviewed everyone from Reese Witherspoon
to Justin Timberlake, but the only person she’s ever wanted to trade
places with is Disney’s Cinderella. She’s the award-winning author of
the My Secrets of My Hollywood Life and Fairy Tale Reform School
series. Jen lives in Merrick, New York with her husband, two sons, and
their two Chihuahuas, Captain Jack Sparrow and Ben Kenobi. Visit
jencalonitaonline.com for more.
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Wrecked
Jen Calonita
Fairy Tale Reform School, Book 6

The thrilling conclusion to the award-wining
Fairy Tale Reform School series, which has
sold more than 250,000 copies!

• Fresh twist on the fairy tale adaptation: what
happens to the villains after happily-ever-after?
• Phenomenal reviews: “Gilly’s plucky spirit and
determination to oust the culprit will make Flunked a
popular choice for tweens.” —School Library Journal
• Conclusion of the series: book six will provide an
enthralling and satisfying bonslusion to the Fairy
Tale Reform School series

Gilly and her friends embark on an epic, swashbuckling
adventure on the open seas in the final fight against the evil
villains, Rumplestiltskin and Alva, who are determined to
gain control of Enchantasia.

978-1-4926-0156-2
March 2015
Fairy Tale Reform
School #1

978-1-4926-3593-2
February 2017
Fairy Tale Reform
School #2

978-1-4926-3795-0
March 2017
Fairy Tale Reform
School #3

978-1-4926-5164-2
March 2018
Fairy Tale Reform
School #4

978-1-4926-5167-3
March 2019
Fairy Tale Reform
School #5

March 2020

m id d le
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JEN CALONITA has interviewed everyone from Reese Witherspoon
to Justin Timberlake, but the only person she’s ever wanted to trade
places with is Disney’s Cinderella. She’s the award-winning author of
the My Secrets of My Hollywood Life and Fairy Tale Reform School
series. Jen lives in Merrick, New York with her husband, two sons, and
their two Chihuahuas, Captain Jack Sparrow and Ben Kenobi. Visit
jencalonitaonline.com for more.
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978-1-4926-8016-1
Juvenile Fiction/Independent Reader
Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
World English

$15.99
HC
320 Pages
Ages 10 to 14

The Thief of White Stone Gate
Julia Nobel
Black Hollow Lane, Book 2

The second book in this dark middle-grade
mystery series that follows twelve-year-old
Emmy as she investigates an evil secret
society.
• Excellent setting: this is set at a boarding school
and has the feel of Harry Potter or Gallagher Girls,
kids will see themselves at Wellsworth; it has an
aspirational feel
• Compelling mystery/popular category: this a great
middle-grade mystery that readers can solve along
with the characters
• Fantastic follow-up: this is a great sequel that will
leave readers clamoring for more.

After spending the summer at home in Connecticut, Emmy
is eager to return to her friends and Wellsworth. Before she
leaves she receives a key to a safety deposit box and a
letter from her father, telling her to hide the surviving relics
and to trust no one.
When she returns to school, she realizes her best friend Lola
is being framed by the Order for a crime she didn’t commit.
Jonas informs Emmy if she gives up her father, he’ll set
things right.
It all comes to a head at an exhibit on Medieval manuscripts
at the British Library, but will Emmy be able to stop them
once and for all?

978-1-4926-6464-2
March 2019
Black Hollow Lane #1

March 2020
978-1-4926-6467-3
Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
World English

HC
320 Pages
Ages 8 to 14

m id d le

JULIA NOBEL is a teacher from Canada and mother to a young daughter
who helps her write by throwing applesauce at the keyboard. The Mystery
of Black Hollow Lane is her debut novel. Visit her online at julianobel.com.

$16.99

Juvenile Fiction/Independent Reader

g ra d e
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Frederik Sandwich and the Mayor Who Lost Her Marbles
Kevin John Scott
Frederik Sandwich, Book 2

In the second book of this delightfully weird,
charming series, Frederik must defeat his
town’s mad mayor

• Series has received strong praise: Frederik Sandwich
and the Earthquake that Couldn’ t Possibly Be was
hailed as “a must for elementary readers who want
an engaging book that will take them on a wild ride
and leave them on edge waiting for more.” (School
Library Connection)
• A positive message: the terrific message about
acceptance will resonate with both readers and
gatekeepers
• Memorable and lovable characters: Frederik and
Pernille are hilarious, oddball characters that will
appeal to a wide audience
• “This eerie book is reminiscent of Lemony Snicket in
its characters and plot line and sure to be a popular
title!” —School Library Connection on Frederik
Sandwich and the Earthquake that Couldn’ t Possibly
Be

Frederik and Pernille are trying to keep a low profile ever
since they got on the radar of their town’s evil mayor. But
with an important town event fast approaching, the mayor is
on the hunt for all troublemakers.

978-1-4926-4853-6
February 2018
Frederik Sandwich #1

Determined to turn the spotlight off them, Frederik plans to
expose the mayor’s big secret—which involves a legion of
valuable statues and an elephant stampede. Then the worst
happens. Pernille goes missing, and Frederik learns that her
disappearance is a part of the Mayor’s horrible plan. Now,
it’s up to him to stop the mayor once and for all!

May 2019
978-1-4926-9153-2

m id d le
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KEVIN JOHN SCOTT grew up in England and has lived in other peculiar
places. This book is about one of them. Today he lives near Seattle with his
hilarious wife, their whirlwind son, some trees, and an occasional bobcat.
Learn more at kevinjohnscott.com.
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Juvenile Fiction/Independent Reader
Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
World English

$7.99
TP
336 Pages
Ages 8 to 12

I’m Not Dying with You Tonight
Kimberly Jones, Gilly Segal

When their town is engulfed by riots, two teen
strangers—one black and one white—must
rely on each other to safely make it through the
night in this timely novel.
• Bestselling YA authors love I’ m Not Dying with You
Tonight: New York Times bestselling author Nic
Stone has called this debut a “vital addition to the YA
race relations canon.”
• A timely and issue-driven conversation-starter:
focuses on the power of empathy and friendship,
this novel is told through the girls’ alternating
perspectives
• A page-turning thriller: set over the course of one
night, I’ m Not Dying with You Tonight will keep you
on the edge of your seat as events escalate

Lena has killer style, an awesome boyfriend, and a plan. She
knows she’s going to make it big. Campbell, on the other
hand, is just trying to keep her head down and get through
the year at her new school.
When both girls attend the Friday night football game,
what neither expect is the game to turn into sudden mass
chaos. Chaos born from violence and hate. Chaos that
unexpectedly throws them together.
They aren’t friends. They hardly even understand each
other’s points of views. But none of that matters when the
city is up in flames, and they only have each other to rely on
if they’re going to survive the night.

October 2019
KIM JONES is the former manager of the bookstore Little Shop of Stories
and currently works in the entertainment industry.

978-1-4926-7889-2

$17.99

Young Adult Fiction

HC

GILLY SEGAL spent her college years in Israel and served in the IDF. She
is currently a lawyer for an advertising agency. Visit gillysegal.com.

Sourcebooks Fire
World English

272 Pages
Ages 14 to 17

Both authors live in Atlanta, Georgia.
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We Are Lost and Found
Helene Dunbar

In the tradition of The Perks of Being a
Wallflower comes a story about choosing your
path and finding the courage to be yourself in
the face of fear
• Knowledgeable author: Helene Dunbar worked
closely with top researchers of ACT UP NYC to create
this historically accurate and poignant novel
• Fantastic writing: strong, engaging writing creates
characters who are knowable and relatable to all
readers
• Perfect for teens: teens will relate to Michael and his
friends and their search for self-acceptance

Michael is content to live in the shadow of his best friends,
James and Becky. Plus, his brother, Connor, has already
been kicked out of the house for being gay and laying low
seems to be Michael’s only chance at avoiding the same
fate.
To pass the time before graduation, Michael hangs out at
The Echo, where he can dance and forget about his father’s
angry words, the pressures of school, and the looming threat
of AIDS, a disease that everyone is talking about but no one
understands.
Then he meets Gabriel, a boy who actually sees him. A boy
who, unlike everyone else in New York City, is interested in
him and not James. And Michael has to decide what he’s
willing to risk to be himself.

September 2019

yo ung
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HELENE DUNBAR is the author of several novels for young adults. She
wrote grant proposals focusing on programmatic outreach to the CDC for
the Washington, DC, Office of AIDS Activities in the early ‘90s and lived
in NYC closely following the period of this novel. She currently lives in
Nashville with her family. Visit her at www.helenedunbar.com
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978-1-4926-8104-5

$17.99

Young Adult Fiction

HC

Sourcebooks Fire
World English

304 Pages
Ages 14 to 17

The First 7
Laura Pohl
The Last 8, Book 2

The second book in The Last 8 duology the
follows The Last Teenagers on Earth as they
return to earth.

• Exciting survival story: a high-stakes story
reminiscent of H2O and Plague Land about teens
surviving the end of the world
• Fantastic characters and twists/turns: this second
book has great new characters and new twists the
reader won’t see coming
• Talented author: author is involved in the YA
community and started #PitchAmerica, an online
contest focused on raising LatinX writing voices

Clover Martinez and The Last Teenagers on Earth are busy
exploring the galaxy after leaving earth behind...even if they
are homesick.
So when their ship receives a distress signal from their
former home, they hope against hope that it means
other survivors. But as soon as they arrive, they realize
something’s deeply wrong: strange crystal formations are
taking over Earth’s soil and threatening to destroy the planet.
Seeking the origin of the formations, the group discovers
a colony of survivors hidden in the mountains. But the
survivors aren’t who they seem...

978-1-4926-6989-0
March 2019
The Last 8 #1

March 2020
LAURA POHL is a Brazilian writer who lives in São Paulo. She likes writing
messages in caps lock, quoting Hamilton, and obsessing about Star Wars.
When not taking pictures of her dog, she can be found discussing alien
conspiracy theories. She has not crashed any cars or spaceships—yet.
Visit her online at onlybylaura.com.

978-1-4926-7346-0

$17.99

Young Adult Fiction

HC

Sourcebooks Fire
World English

384 Pages
Ages 14 to 17
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This Is Where It Ends
Marieke Nijkamp

The explosive and emotional #1 New York Times bestseller—now in paperback
• New York Times bestseller: The hardcover edition of This Is Where It Ends
spent 72 weeks on the New York Times bestseller list
• Timely topic: Gun violence and school shootings remain relevant topics in the
wake of student activists rallying for change after the Parkland shooting
10:00 am: The principal of Opportunity High School finishes her speech, welcoming the entire
student body to a new semester and encouraging them to excel and achieve.
10:02 am: The students get up to leave the auditorium for their next class.
10:03 am: The auditorium doors won’t open.
10:05 am: Someone starts shooting.
Told from four different perspectives over the span of fifty-four harrowing minutes, terror reigns as
one student’s calculated revenge turns into the ultimate game of survival.

May 2019
MARIEKE NIJKAMP is a storyteller, dreamer, globe-trotter, geek. She holds
degrees in philosophy, history, and medieval studies, and is a founding
member of We Need Diverse Books, DiversifYA, and YA Misfits. She lives in
the Netherlands.

978-1-4926-7111-4

$10.99

Young Adult Fiction

TP

Sourcebooks Fire

336 Pages

World English

Ages 14 to 18

Before I Let Go
Marieke Nijkamp

From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of This Is Where It Ends comes an
intense story of loss and the quest for truth—now in paperback
• “This well wrought, haunting novel will stick with readers long after the final
page.” —Booklist Starred Review
• A heartbreaking and poignant novel from the author of This Is Where It Ends,
the #1 New York Times bestseller that has spent more than 66 weeks on the list
and has sold more than 200,000 copies
Corey and her best friend, Kyra, are inseparable. Corey is the only person who understands Kyra’s
high-highs and low-lows. So when Corey’s family moves away from their Alaskan town, she makes
Kyra promise to stay strong during the long, dark winter and wait for her to return. Except two days
before Corey is to visit, Kyra is found floating underneath the ice.
While everyone in Lost Creek deems Kyra’s death a suicide, Corey knows something is wrong.
With every hour, her suspicion grows. The town is keeping secrets—chilling secrets. But piecing
together the truth about what happened to Kyra may prove as difficult as lighting the sky in an
Alaskan winter…

January 2019
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MARIEKE NIJKAMP is a storyteller, dreamer, globe-trotter, geek. She
holds degrees in philosophy, history, and medieval studies, has served as
an executive member of We Need Diverse Books, and is the founder of
DiversifYA. She lives in the Netherlands. Visit her at mariekenijkamp.com.
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978-1-4926-6807-7

$10.99

Young Adult Fiction

TP

Sourcebooks Fire

384 Pages
Ages 14 to 18

World English

Here There Are Monsters
Amelinda Bérubé

The Blair Witch Project meets Imaginary Girls in this story of codependent
sisterhood, the struggle to claim one’s own space, and the power of secrets
• Perfect for fans of It and Stranger Things, Here There Are Monsters asks the
question: How far would you go to rescue a sibling from the supernatural?
• The author’s debut, The Dark Beneath the Ice, received stellar reviews: “Fun
frights and a well-constructed haunting… it’s Black Swan meets Carrie.” —
Kirkus Reviews
Sixteen-year-old Skye is done playing the knight in shining armor for her insufferable younger
sister, Deirdre. Moving across the country seems like the perfect chance to start over. In their
isolated new neighborhood, Skye manages to fit in, but Deirdre withdraws from everyone,
becoming fixated on the swampy woods behind their house and building monstrous sculptures
out of sticks and bones.Then Deirdre disappears.And when something awful comes scratching at
Skye’s window in the middle of the night, claiming she’s the only one who can save Deirdre, Skye
knows she will stop at nothing to bring her sister home.

August 2019
AMELINDA BÉRUBÉ has been a writer and editor with a small department in
the Canadian public service since 2008. She holds a bachelor of humanities
from Carleton University and a master of arts from McGill. Visit
metuiteme.com.

978-1-4926-7101-5

$10.99

Young Adult Fiction

TP

Sourcebooks Fire

352 Pages

World English

Ages 14 to 18

When the Light Went Out
Bridget Morrissey

I Was Here meets Suicide Notes from Beautiful Girls in this story of seven friends,
five years of silence, and one mystery that will bring them back together again
• Great premise: the intriguing premise, friends trying to solve the mystery of a
shocking death five years earlier, is sure to hook readers from the very first page
• Wonderful voice: the author creates a very strong, distinctive voice on the
page, and the novel includes an endearing cast of characters and a compelling
protagonist
It’s been five years since Marley Bricket died by accidental gunshot. On the night of the annual
memorial, Olivia Stanton, the only witness to Marley’s death, gets an unexpected visitor in the form
of Nick Cline—the boy who pulled the trigger on what he didn’t know was a loaded gun. Since the
tragedy, nothing in the quiet desert town of Cadence, California, has ever been the same. The
once inseparable group of neighborhood friends, formerly led by Marley herself, has disbanded.
But when Olivia discovers a scavenger hunt orchestrated by Marley before she died, they must
come together again to complete it, reopening old wounds and unearthing new questions about
what really happened. Most importantly, did Marley know the gun was loaded?

June 2019
BRIDGET MORRISSEY lives in Los Angeles but proudly hails from Oak
Forest, Illinois, a small yet mighty suburb just southwest of Chicago. When
she’s not writing, she can be found coaching gymnastics, reading in the corner
of a coffee shop, or headlining concerts in her living room. Visit her online at
bridgetjmorrissey.com.

978-1-4926-7098-8

$10.99

Young Adult Fiction

TP

Sourcebooks Fire

320 Pages

World English

Ages 14 to 18
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Goodbye Summer
Sarah Van Name

Sarah Dessen meets Morgan Matson in the perfect summer debut about saying
goodbye—or finding a reason to stay
• Great summer read: A perfect summer story full of heart, friendship, and family
• Fantastic setting: Caroline’s job at the aquarium lends itself to fun antics,
summer camp drama, and a great cast of characters teens can relate to
Caroline can’t wait for summer to end so she and her boyfriend, Jake, can run away together. She
decides to spend her last summer at home saving money working at the local aquarium gift shop—
while spending the rest of her time hanging with Jake. Then she meets Georgia, a counselor at the
summer aquarium camp, and suddenly summer feels a lot less lonely. The stronger Georgia and
Caroline’s bond grows, the more uneasy Caroline becomes about her plans to leave with Jake.
When summer comes to a close, she will have to say goodbye to someone...but who is she willing
to lose?

May 2019

SARAH VAN NAME is a fiction writer whose work has appeared in Cleaver
Magazine, Mission at Tenth, and the anthology Onward, Drake. She lives and
works in Durham, North Carolina.
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As You Wish
Chelsea Sedoti

Eldon is guaranteed to have one wish come true, but how is he supposed to
choose one? Now in paperback!
• As You Wish was a Kids’ Indie Next Pick, a VOYA Perfect Ten, and received
glowing praise from Kirkus Reviews, Booklist, and School Library Journal
• “An engrossing read, fantastical and believable at the same time.” Horn Book
• Sedoti’s compelling storytelling and gorgeous writing are perfect for fans of
Jennifer Niven, Jandy Nelson, and David Arnold
Madison is a small town in the Mojave desert. It’s perfect for protecting the town’s secret. Because in
Madison, everyone can make one wish on their eighteenth birthday-and that wish always comes true.
Most of Eldon’s classmates have had their wishes picked out for months. But he’s seen how
wishing has hurt the people around him. One thing is for sure: Eldon has only twenty-six days to
figure it out.

December 2018
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CHELSEA SEDOTI is the author of The Hundred Lies of Lizzie Lovett and As
You Wish. She lives in Las Vegas, Nevada. Visit her at chelseasedoti.com.
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Following
Jeffry W. Johnston

• Alden thinks he witnessed a

murder, but when the dead
girl turns up alive, he must
figure out the truth in this
chilling novel

JEFFRY W. JOHNSTON lives in the Philadelphia area with his wife and their
son. Visit him at jeffrywjohnston.com.

What They Don’t
Know
Nicole Maggi

• Alternating journal entries

chronicle the powerful fight
for Mellie’s right to choose
in this important, gripping
novel about reproductive
rights
NICOLE MAGGI wrote her first story in third grade about a rainbow and a
unicorn. After working as an actress in NYC, she now lives in Los Angeles with
her family and two oddball cats. Visit her at nicolemaggi.com.

Look Closer
Stewart Lewis

• When mysterious messages

begin appearing, Tegan has
the chance to save people’s
lives...but can she also save
herself?

STEWART LEWIS is a singer-songwriter and radio journalist who lives
in D.C. and western Massachusetts and frequents New York City.
Visit stewartlewis.com.

Alden likes to follow people. He’s not trying to be a creep, he just wants to
be an investigator some day, and it’s good practice.
But spying on people comes with risks...like seeing popular Greg
Matthews seemingly murder his girlfriend, Amy, behind the school.
But the facts aren’t adding up, especially because Amy turns up a few
days later...alive. Now Alden has to figure what he could have seen…
and what secrets Greg is hiding.
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Mellie has always abided by the rules of her ultra-conservative family. But when
she is raped by someone she trusts, she has no one to turn to. So she keeps
silent. And when she discovers she is pregnant, she’s faced with a life-altering
choice.
Liese is a young champion for women’s rights, and when she notices Mellie
acting strangely, she gets caught up in a whirlwind trying to save her…while
trying to keep her own secret. One that might be the key to helping Mellie.
Told through their journal entries, this powerful, emotional novel chronicles the
fight for Mellie’s right to choose and the unbreakable bond formed by the girls on
their journey.
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Ever since Tegan’s father died while serving overseas, she’s been numb.
But then seemingly random names start to appear in unlikely places—a
cereal box, a windowsill, a food wrapper. As Tegan begins to track down
people with those names, she sees a pattern begin to form: The names
she sees point to people who will die that same day.
Then Tegan meets a mysterious friend of one of the dead, and they begin
a desperate attempt to save these people from their fate. Tegan changes
lives that summer, just like her father used to. But can she change her
own?
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